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Foreword of the Editor
To reduce greenhouse gas emissions, the share of renewable energies in electricity produc-
tion is increasing worldwide. However, renewable energy generation fluctuates as it depends
on the weather. At the same time, the industrial sector has a large share of the total elec-
trical energy consumption and current research shows that it is possible to adapt this energy
consumption to the fluctuating renewable energy generation by means of demand response.
Production equipment such as aqueous parts cleaning machines contain untapped potential for
energy flexibilisation and thus for supporting demand response. The use of demand response
in the industrial sector is made possible by the transformation of industrial automation from
hierarchically structured to service-oriented architectures.
This thesis uses these new structures and develops an automation architecture to implement
demand response on aqueous parts cleaning machines. The first part is a demand response
potential analysis for aqueous parts cleaning machines that determines the potential of the
machines. Then, an automation architecture is developed that enables the execution of demand
response. This consists of an object-oriented automation programme and a data model for the
data exchange between the machine control level and the IT level. Finally, a demand response
control algorithm is presented that executes demand response measures and is integrated into
an IT framework.
Previous research is mostly limited to the development and simulative validation of demand
response algorithms. Only few approaches show the implementation of demand response on real
production plants, but then do not describe in a structured way how the plants were adapted
to enable the execution of the algorithms. The demand response automation architecture
developed in this thesis fills this research gap by describing how the automation of production
plants must be designed to enable demand response in industry. Thus, it is transferable and
scalable to be used on different machines of different sizes.
In this thesis, the method is applied to a real aqueous parts cleaning machine and not only
validated theoretically or in simulation. The application consists of the object-oriented demand
response automation program implemented on the machine’s PLC and the demand response
data model in the form of an OPC UA data model. The implemented demand response auto-
mation architecture is validated in a field test.

Darmstadt, July 2023 Prof. Dr.-Ing. Matthias Weigold
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Abstract
The share of fluctuating renewable energy in the electricity grid is increasing strongly, primar-
ily in industrialised countries. The industrial sector accounts for a large share of the total
electrical energy consumption and current research shows that it is possible to adapt this en-
ergy consumption to the fluctuating renewable energy generation using demand response (DR).
Especially aqueous parts cleaning machines have a high DR potential. However, only a few
approaches exist that show how DR measures can be implemented on real production machines.
This work develops a method that enables the execution of DR measures on aqueous parts
cleaning machines. The so-called demand response automation architecture design (DRAAD)
method consists of a DR potential analysis, a DR automation architecture including a DR
automation program and a DR data model, as wall as a DR control algorithm.
The DR potential analysis analyses the technical DR potential of the machine components
for the DR method store energy inherently and of the cleaning process for the DR method
interrupt process. The DR potential analysis uses only the machine documentation and simple
calculations, such that it can be carried out by employees of the machine manufacturer.
The framework for the DR automation architecture is a cyber-physical production system. This
consists of the physical aqueous parts cleaning machine, its digital twin, external elements such
as the energy market and a cyber-physical interface representing the communication in the
cyber-physical production system. The digital twin includes the DR automation program, the
DR data model and the DR process model, which is used by the DR control algorithm, in the
digital master. The digital twin also includes a digital shadow and digital services.
The object-oriented DR automation program implements sensor, actuator, and system objects
as well as functions that enable the execution of the DR methods store energy inherently and
interrupt process. In addition to DR functions, functional safety functions are included. The
communication between DR automation program and DR control algorithm is modelled in
the DR data model. This includes all data points needed for the calculation (observing) and
execution (controlling) of the two DR actions.
The DR control algorithm, a model predictive control algorithm, minimises the energy cost of
the aqueous parts cleaning machine based on varying energy prices. Both DR measures are
implemented and the approach is scalable and transferable to different aqueous parts cleaning
machines.
The DRAAD method is applied and validated on the aqueous parts cleaning machine MAFAC
KEA in the ETA research factory. The DR potential analysis of the machine results in a DR
power potential of 87 % of the machine’s rated power for store energy inherently and a DR
energy power potential of 99 % of the energy consumption of the reference cleaning process for
interrupt process. In the field test, a power change of 49 % and an energy shift of 82 % can be
retrieved.
Keywords: Cyber-physical production system, digital twin, data model, energy-flexibility,
model predictive control





Zusammenfassung
Weltweit steigt der Anteil erneuerbarer Energien im Stromnetz stark an. Die Erzeugung erneu-
erbarer Energien schwankt, da sie vom Wetter abhängig ist. Der industrielle Sektor hat einen
großen Anteil am gesamten elektrischen Energieverbrauch und aktuelle Forschung zeigt, dass es
möglich ist, diesen Energieverbrauch mittels Demand Response (DR) an die schwankende er-
neuerbare Energieerzeugung anzupassen. Vor allem wässrige Bauteilreinigungsanlagen besitzen
ein hohes DR Potential, da ihr Reinigungstank als Energiespeicher genutzt und der Reinigungs-
prozess unterbrochen werden kann. Allerdings existieren nur wenige Ansätze, die zeigen, wie
DR Maßnahmen an realen Produktionsanlagen implementiert werden können.
In dieser Arbeit wird eine Methode entwickelt, die die Ausführung von DR Maßnahmen auf
wässrigen Bauteilreinigungsanlagen ermöglicht. Die sogenannten Demand Response Automati-
onsarchitektur Design (DRAAD) Methode umfasst eine DR Potentialanalyse, eine DR Automa-
tionsarchitektur, bestehend aus einem DR Automationsprogramm und einem DR Datenmodell,
sowie einen DR Regelungsalgorithmus.
In der DR Potentialanalyse wird das technische DR Potential der Maschinenkomponenten für
die DR Maßnahme Energie inhärent speichern sowie des Reinigungsprozesses für die DR Maß-
nahme Prozess unterbrechen ermittelt. Die DR Potentialanalyse nutzt nur die Maschinendo-
kumentation und einfache Rechnungen, sodass eine Durchführung durch Mitarbeitende des
Maschinenbauunternehmens ermöglicht wird.
Der Rahmen für die DR Automationsarchitektur ist ein cyber-physisches Produktionssystem,
bestehend aus der physischen wässrigen Bauteilreinigungsanlage, ihrem digitalen Zwilling, der
einen digitalen Master, digitalen Schatten und digitale Services umfasst, externen Elementen
wie dem Energiemarkt sowie einem cyber-physischen Interface, dass die Kommunikation im
cyber-physischen Produktionssystem repräsentiert. Der Digitale Master beinhaltet das DR Au-
tomationsprogramm, das DR Datenmodell sowie das DR Optimierungsmodell, welches durch
den DR Regelungsalgorithmus genutzt wird.
Das objekt-orientierte DR Automationsprogramm enthält Sensor-, Aktor-, und Systemobjek-
te sowie Funktionen, die die Speicherung der Energie in Maschinenkomponenten mit einem
hohen DR Potential sowie das Unterbrechen des Reinigungsprozesses ermöglichen. Neben DR
Funktionen sind Funktionen für funktionale Sicherheit integriert.
Die Kommunikation zwischen DR Automationsprogramm und DR Regelungsalgorithmus wird
im DR Datenmodell modelliert. Dies beinhaltet alle Datenpunkte, die für die Berechnung (be-
obachtend) und Ausführung (steuernd) beider DR Maßnahmen benötigt werden. Der DR Rege-
lungsalgorithmus, ein Model Predictive Control Algorithmus, minimiert die Energiekosten der
wässrigen Bauteilreinigungsanlage basierend auf variierenden Energiepreisen.
Die DRAAD Methode wird auf die wässrige Bauteilreinigungsanlage MAFAC KEA in der
ETA-Fabrik angewandt und validiert. Die DR Potentialanalyse resultiert in einem Potential
zur Leistungsänderung von 87 % der Anschlussleistung und einem Potential zur Verschiebung
des Energieverbrauchs von 99 %. Im Feldversuch kann eine Leistungsänderung von 49 % und
eine Energieverschiebung von 82 % abgerufen werden.
Stichwörter: Cyber-physisches Produktionssystem, Digitaler Zwilling, Datenmodell, Energief-
lexibilität, Model Predictive Control
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1 Introduction and motivation

This chapter describes the motivation for this thesis in Section 1.1, highlights the work’s main
contribution in Section 1.2 and explains the structure of this thesis based on the used research
methodology in Section 1.3.

1.1 Motivation
In order to reduce CO2 emissions many countries are integrating more renewable energies [Xu19].
The share of renewable energies in the electricity mix is growing worldwide [Ritc22]: In Germany
it has increased from 3.64 % in 1985 to 40.32 % in 2021, in the United Kingdom from 1.33 %
to 39.78 %, in the European Union (EU) from 15.66 % to 37.24 % and in the United States of
America (US) from 12.18 % to 20.71 %. World wide the share of renewable energy grew from
20.83 % in 1985 to 28.28 % in 2021. The massive integration of renewable energies demands
changes in the operation of the electricity grid towards a more flexible operation [Conn16;
Aliz16]. In the past, electricity generation followed demand. When demand was high, more
electricity was produced, when demand was low, less electricity was produced. This is not
possible with renewable energies, as they are linked to environmental influences and produce
energy when the sun is shining or the wind is blowing.
One of the biggest consumers of electricity is the industrial sector. In 2021 in the EU, industry
accounted for 43 % of the overall electricity consumption [euro21], in the US for 26 % [US E21].
At the same time, several scientific studies in recent years have shown that it is possible to
adapt the electricity consumption of industry. Through so-called demand response (DR), it is
possible to adapt individual production machines such as machine tools [Schr18] or the supply
technology of factories [Pant19] to fluctuating energy production. The energy-flexible control
of cross-sectional technologies is also possible [Stro21].
Especially aqueous parts cleaning machines (APCMs) have a great potential for DR. APCMs
have media tanks whose thermal inertia can be used as energy storage [Stro20]. In addition, the
cleaning process can be interrupted [VDI5207-1]. Studies have shown that a short interruption
of the cleaning process has no effect on the cleaning result [Auri09]. APCMs are the most
commonly used kind of cleaning machines. A market survey showed that in 2020 86 % of the
surveyed industrial companies used APCMs [Rögn21a].
The use of DR is made possible by the transformation of industrial automation. While the
classic automation pyramid according to IEC 62264 [IEC62264-1] is hierarchical, new automa-
tion structures such as cyber-physical production systems [Mono16] and service-oriented ar-
chitectures [Voge09] enable a more direct interaction of production machines and information
technology (IT)-services that are needed for the execution of DR measures. New communica-
tion architectures such as Open Platform Communications Unified Architecture (OPC UA) are
implemented in industry [Pfro16; Bruc19; Prof19; Liu20; Deve22] as well as in the electricity
market [Claa11; Gil22; Wang22; Zhu22]. They may enable a seamless data exchange from
electricity market to factories and individual production machines in the future.
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Few approaches exist that implement automation architectures for DR. Related research only
implements DR automation architectures on IT-level [Seit19], without describing how to integ-
rate the production machines on operating technology (OT)-level, or focus on energy-efficiency
and do not consider DR [Heut19; Vogt22].
In [Pant18] a first basic approach is presented to establish a DR automation architecture for
industrial supply systems. This approach is extended in [Pant19] by a DR control algorithm
which is validated in a simulation. In [Schr18] the author presents an approach to implement DR
on machine tools including a DR potential analysis based on [Abel16], a DR control algorithm
and a very brief description of how to adapt the automation system to enable the execution of
DR. The method is validated in a field test on a real machine tool.
This work extends the ideas of [Abel16; Pant18; Schr18], transfers parts of their approaches
from machine tools and industrial supply systems to APCMs, but focusses on a new method to
design a DR automation architecture for the execution of DR on APCMs. The so called demand
response automation architecture design (DRAAD) method shows in detail, how to analyse the
DR potential of APCMs, how to design a DR automation program, how to implement a DR
data model and how to develop a DR control algorithm that controls the execution of the DR
measures store energy inherently and interrupt process.

1.2 Main contribution
The main contribution of this work is the development of the DRAAD method that enables
the execution of DR on APCMs. The development of the DRAAD method consists of the
following steps:

1. Development of a DR potential analysis for APCMs. The DR potential analysis takes
an existing approach for machine tools [Abel16] and adapts and extends it to analyse
APCMs. The DR potential analysis examines the technical DR potential of APCMs for
the DR measures store energy inherently and interrupt process. The DR potential analysis
results in a quantified, technical DR potential, compare [Fuhr23b].

2. Development of a DR automation architecture which enables the execution of DR. It
consists of two parts:
(a) Development of a DR programming scheme that specifies how an automation

program must be designed to execute DR measures. After analysing the DR poten-
tial of APCMs the developed object-oriented DR automation program makes this
potential available. It specifies objects, including their attributes and methods, to ex-
ecute the DR measures store energy inherently and interrupt process. It also includes
functionality to guarantee functional safety, compare [Fuhr21; Fuhr22a; Fuhr23b].

(b) Development of a DR data model for the interaction of IT and OT. Combined, the
data structures of the object-oriented automation program form a DR data model.
This DR data model enables IT-OT-interaction such that OT-controll-systems, such
as programmable logic controllers (PLCs), can interact with IT-frameworks to enable
DR, compare [Gros22a; Fuhr23a; Fuhr23b].

3. Development of a DR control algorithm that controls the execution of DR measures.
The DR control algorithm, implemented as a model predictive control (MPC) algorithm,
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controls the execution of the DR measures store energy inherently and interrupt process
based on a changing electricity price. The DR control algorithm is integrated in an IT-
framework. The interpreter in this IT-framework uses an automation data dictionary to
map the variables of the DR data model to the variables of the DR control algorithm,
compare [Fuhr23a].

Furthermore this thesis shows the practical application of the DRAAD method:
4. Application of the DRAAD method to a real APCM. The DRAAD method is applied

to a real APCM and is not just validated theoretically or in simulation. The application
consists of the object-oriented DR automation program, implemented on the APCM’s
PLC, and the DR data model in the form of an OPC UA data model. It verifies the
IT-OT-interaction of the APCM and the IT-framework eta_utility. A field test, in which
the DR control algorithms successfully executes the DR measures store energy inherently
and interrupt process simultaneously, validates the set-up, compare [Fuhr23a].

1.3 Research methodology and structure of this work
The research methodology of this work is based on the design research methodology presented
in [Bles09]. The design research methodology consist of four stages [Bles09, pp 14–17]:

1. At the beginning of the research project stands the Research Clarification. The aim of
this stage is to define the research goal and the research focus based on first assumptions.
It is followed by the

2. Descriptive Study 1 which is based on a literature review and additional field observations
or interviews. The aim is to narrow down the research area and to identify open research
questions.

3. Based on the increased understanding of the research area, the assumptions of the first
stage are redefined in the Prescriptive Study stage and a concept is developed to reach
the research goal.

4. In the Descriptive Study 2, the concept is evaluated and tested in experiments or empirical
studies.

The four stages of the design research methodology do not necessarily take place chronolo-
gically one after the other, but are realised in iterations and sometimes take place simultan-
eously [Bles09, p 17]. This also applies to this work, which is based on several publications in
which we developed, applied and tested parts of the concept for a DR automation architecture
(Prescriptive Study and Descriptive Study II) based on literature reviews (Descriptive Study I).
This work presents the results of the Research Clarification in Chapter 2 and 3. It starts with
the background of this work in Chapter 2, which includes descriptions of DR in general, of DR
potential and of DR measures. Furthermore, current changes in industrial automation, IT-OT-
communication, the service-oriented architecture OPC UA and control algorithms for DR are
shown. The last part is an introduction to APCMs. Based on this background, in Chapter 3
follows the definition of the research objective. The chapter then presents research questions,
derived from the research objective, as well as the formulation of assumptions, requirements
and design criteria for the DRAAD method. These design criteria are later used to analyse
existing research approaches.
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The results of the Descriptive Study I, a literature review on existing DR automation archi-
tectures, is given in Chapter 4. The search for existing approaches, that implement a DR
automation architecture, could not identify any approach that includes all necessary elements
to implement DR on APCMs, except the research conducted and published as part of this
thesis. Therefore, existing approaches for DR potential analyses, DR automation programming
schemes, DR data models and DR control algorithms are analysed separately. These four parts
are the main parts of the DRAAD method. None of the existing research can fulfil the defined
design criteria.
The development of the DRAAD method is the result of the Prescriptive Study. These results
are presented in Chapter 5, 6 and 7. The first part is the DR potential analysis of APCMs,
that analyses the DR potential of the DR measures store energy inherently and interrupt pro-
cess in Chapter 5. Then, the DR automation architecture is developed in Chapter 6. This in-
cludes an object-oriented DR automation program and a DR data model for IT-OT-interaction.
Chapter 7 shows the structure of a DR control algorithm that includes a MPC algorithm and
that executes the DR measures store energy inherently and interrupt process.
To conduct the Descriptive Study II the DRAAD method is applied to an APCM and the
results are shown in Chapter 8. The applied DRAAD methods identifies the DR potential of
the APCM and implements an object-oriented automation program that creates the possibility
to execute DR measures as well as a DR data model implemented as an OPC UA data model.
The DR control algorithm is adapted to the used APCM and its functionality is verified in a
field test using the eta_utility IT-framework. The thesis ends with the conclusion in Chapter 9.



2 Demand response, industrial automation and
cleaning machines: the fundamentals

This chapter presents the basic knowledge and definitions needed in this research work. Since
the DRAAD method is used to implement DR, the chapter starts with the definition of the term
DR and related terms in Section 2.1, followed by a explanation of DR potential in Section 2.2.
The current transformation in industrial automation, described in Section 2.3, is the basis for
the development of the DR automation architecture, which is the core feature of the DRAAD
method. Section 2.4 explains the terms IT and OT as well as IT-OT-interaction, which is used
in the DR automation architecture. For a better understanding of the DR control algorithm,
shows Section 2.6 a brief insight into control algorithms and optimisation models. Section 2.7
describes APCMs in detail. Section 2.8 presents the summary of the chapter.

2.1 Demand response, demand response measures and
energy-flexibility

The DRAAD method enables the execution of DR measures. Similarly to [Alba07; Graß14a;
Vard15; Walt22], for the term DR this work uses the definition stated by the US Department
of Energy.

Definition 2.1 (Demand response) Demand response (DR) is defined as “changes in
electric usage by end-use customers from their normal consumption patterns in response to
changes in the price of electricity over time, or to incentive payments designed to induce
lower electricity use at times of high wholesale market prices or when system reliability is
jeopardised.” [US D06]

DR is part of demand-side management. Demand-side management summarises measures
that aim to adjust the electrical energy demand of consumers in the power grid. Demand-
side management measures relevant to industry include, in addition to DR, increasing energy
efficiency, which means increasing the output in relation to the energy input [Pale11; Lamp13].
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Figure 2.1: Different DR schemes exist. DR aims to reduce the electrical load (peak clipping),
shift the energy demand in time (load shifting) or to increase the load (valley filling).
Figure based on [Walt22].
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Figure 2.2: DR measures according to the VDI guideline 5207 divided based on the automation
levels as defined in IEC 62264. Figure based on [VDI5207-1; IEC62264-1].

DR measures have the aim of reducing electrical load peaks (peak clipping, also called peak
shaving), shifting the energy demand in time (load shifting) or increasing the load (valley
filling) [CIGR11; VDI5207-1], see Figure 2.1. They are either price-based, when variations in
the energy price lead to an adaption of the energy consumption, or incentive-based, when the
consumer is paid a fixed amount for the provision of a specific rate of load that can be used for
DR [US D06; Alba07; Pale11; Vard15; Deng15].
The Association of German Engineers e.V. (VDI) guideline 5207 [VDI5207-1] defines 16 DR
measures grouped into three categories based on the automation hierarchy, see Figure 2.2.
The DR measures differ not only in their allocation to different hierarchical levels, but also
in the time horizon in which they are implemented. Please note that the VDI guideline uses
hierarchy level names that differ from the International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC)
62264-1 standard defined in [IEC62264-1], which is presented in Section 2.3. For consistency,
this work uses the nomenclature according to [IEC62264-1] and classifies the DR measures
accordingly.
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In the following, the measures defined by VDI and visualised in Figure 2.2 are explained in more
detail. The DR measures on business level are implemented long-term, with a time horizon of
more than a week:

• shift break times: changing and rescheduling of the employees’ break times in the factory
• adjust shift times: adjusting the production times
• change production sequence: changing the production order of entire batches
• adjust capacity planning: changing production resources in a long-term time horizon based

on energy requirements, for example purchasing new production machines
• shift production start: long-term delay or early start of production

The DR measures which are executed in factory operations are located on the manufacturing
level, the DR measures have a horizon between a few hours and a week:

• shift start of job: adapting the start of production jobs for individual production machines
based on production scheduling

• interrupt job: short-term interruption of the job execution of individual production ma-
chines such that these can be shut down for a short time interval

• adjust resource allocation: consideration of the energy demand when selecting the pro-
cessing production machine if several production machines can carry out the same pro-
cessing operation

• change job sequence: adaption of factory production scheduling, for instance the job order
in which the product is processed on different production machines, taking into account
the energy consumption of the whole factory

• store energy: use of installed energy storage, such as chemical or thermal storages
• change energy carrier : Changing the energy carrier, for example electric heating instead

of gas-powered heating, to influence the energy demand
The DR measures on control level, applied to single machines, have a duration of a few hours
or less:

• interrupt process: short-term interruption of the production process on individual pro-
duction machines or of machine modules during the execution of the process

• adjust process parameters: short-term adjustment of process parameters, for example
modifying the hydraulic pressure of a cooling system

• change processing sequence: adapting the sequence of machining steps, for example chan-
ging the execution of milling and countersinking on a machine tool

• store energy inherently: utilisation of internal tolerance bands and storage systems, for
example heating a hot water tank while considering the energy demand instead of only
operating in a fixed temperature hysteresis

• operate with bivalent energy: using different energy forms in one production machine, for
example variation between decentralised electrical heating and central thermal heating
supplied by gas-boilers

This work focuses on the last group since these measures are executed at production machine
level and the aim of this work is to implement a DR automation architecture on single produc-
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tion machine basis. The DRAAD method implements the DR measures store energy inherently
and interrupt process as they are determined to be suitable for the application to APCMs, see
Section 5.1.
Closely related to DR is the term energy-flexibility.

Definition 2.2 (Energy-flexibility) Energy-flexibility is defined as the ability of a pro-
duction system to adapt quickly and in a process-efficient way to changes in the energy
market [VDI5207-1].

This means that energy-flexibility is the ability of production systems in general and machines
in particular to implement DR measures [Walt22]. There are three options for the economic
use of energy-flexibility in industry [VDI5207-2; Stro21, p 34]:

1. provision of the energy-flexibility to be used directly by the grid operator, for example
for improvement of power quality,

2. utilisation of fluctuating electricity prices and
3. in-house load management, for example to avoid peak loads or to increase the utilisation

of self-generated (renewable) electricity.
In the first case, the energy-flexible production system is used for incentive-based DR, in the
other cases it is used for price-based DR.

2.2 Demand response potential
Before methods for the analysis of the DR potential in industry can be discussed, the term DR
potential must be clarified.

Definition 2.3 (DR potential) DR potential is divided into the following sets [Duft17;
VDI5207-1]:

• The theoretical potential is the maximum theoretical DR potential based on the rated
power of an electricity consumer.

• To determine the technical potential, a subset of the theoretical potential, safety, plant
and process-relevant restrictions are taken into account.

• The economic potential is the subset of the technical potential that is economically
viable.

• The practical potential is the subset of the technical potential, which considers busi-
ness, regulatory and administrative constraints.

• The realisable potential is the intersection of the economic and the practical potential
and is thus the potential which can be used in an economically sensible way while
considering the company’s restrictions.

Figure 2.3 visualizes the five DR potential sets. This work implements a DR potential analysis
that quantifies the technical DR potential of APCMs to determine how the APCM’s automation
program should be implemented to use this DR potential, see Chapter 5. To analyse the
technical DR potential the rated power value of the APCM is used.
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Figure 2.3: The different sets of DR potential. The economical and the practical potential are
subsets of the technical potential which is a subset of the theoretical potential. The
realisable potential is the intersection of the economical and the practical potential.
Figure based on [Duft17; VDI5207-1].

Definition 2.4 (rated power) The rated power is the power demand of a machine un-
der rated operation. It is indicated on its nameplate or in its technical documenta-
tion [VDI4661].

Usually the rated power is given as an active power value but can also be given as an apparent
power value. If it is given as an apparent power value, for the DR potential analysis, it is used
as if it was given as an active power value.

2.3 Transformation of industrial automation: cyber-physical
production systems and service-oriented automation

The structure of this section follows [Fuhr23b], where we describe the transformation of indus-
trial automation architectures from hierarchically structured to service-oriented. In the past,
industrial automation has been organised in accordance with the automation pyramid defined
in IEC 62264 [IEC62264-1], which is shown in Figure 2.4. The production process at the bottom
of the pyramid (level 0) is influenced by actuators and sensors which are located on the field
level (level 1). The actuators and sensors are connected to control systems such as PLCs to
monitor and control the productions process. The control systems are connected to supervis-
ory control and data acquisition (SCADA) systems. SCADA systems are the human machine
interfaces (HMIs) used for process monitoring and supervision. Control systems and SCADA
systems are both located on the control level (level 1). Since production machines include actu-
ators, sensors and control systems, they are located on the field and control levels (levels 1 and
2). Production machines are linked to high level systems such as the manufacturing execution
system (MES) and the enterprise resource planning (ERP) on the manufacturing level (level 3)
and business level (level 4) via SCADA systems.
Classical automation structured by the automation pyramid is not intended to be used for DR
as the automation’s system boundary is limited to the company and an interaction with entit-
ies outside the company such as a DR market is not considered [Körn19]. Approaches exist to
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Business planning and logistics
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Figure 2.4: Classic industrial automation pyramid based on IEC 62264 [IEC62264-1]. Figure
adapted from [Fuhr23b].

extend the automation pyramid with additional external layers [Körn19], but a simple exten-
sion of the hierarchical automation architecture is inconvenient as all layers of the automation
pyramid have to be traversed for the execution of DR measures.
For use cases such as the execution of DR measures, new types of automation architectures
exist. One option is modelling the automation architecture as a cyber-physical production
system, such as that defined by The International Academy for Production Engineering (CIRP)
in [Mono16; Mono18].

Definition 2.5 (Cyber-physical production system) Cyber-physical systems are com-
puter systems which interact with each other and with the physical, mechanical
world [Mono18]. In their application to production they are called cyber-physical pro-
duction systems [Mono16].

Cyber-physical production systems consist of two functional layers, one high level layer where
more complex functions are implemented, and one low level layer with functions responsible
for real-time data processing and control of the physical machine. They are connected by the
third layer, the communication layer, which enables the interaction between the digital (cyber)
and physical part of the cyber-physical production system [Voge09; Mono16]. Figure 2.5 shows
this design. High level applications such as ERP, SCADA, MES, energy monitoring or a DR
control algorithm are located at the management and organisation layer. The PLC, sensors
and actuators, which are all the automated parts of the production machine, are located on
the field and control layer. Both layers are connected by the communication layer.
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Figure 2.5: Automation architecture based on the idea of cyber-physical production systems.
High level services such as ERP or DR control algorithms are located at the top
at management and organisation layer which is connected to the field and control
layer by the communication layer. The field and control layer includes sensors and
actuators controlled by industrial control systems such as a PLC. Figure adapted
from [Fuhr23b].

Closely related to cyber-physical production system is the term digital twin [Star18]. At the
moment there is no commonly accepted definition for digital twin [Star18]. This work uses the
definition proposed by CIRP.

Definition 2.6 (Digital twin) “A digital twin is a digital representation of an active
unique product (real device, object, machine, service, or intangible asset) or unique product-
service system (a system consisting of a product and a related service) that comprises
its selected characteristics, properties, conditions, and behaviours by means of models,
information, and data within a single or even across multiple life cycle phases.” [Star18]

Following [Star18], a digital twin consists of
• a digital master that incorporates generalised description models of the product,
• a digital shadow which includes current live data of the operation and use of the product

and
• a linkage between instances of the digital master and their digital shadows using al-

gorithms, simulations or correlations for example.
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Based on [Kohn21], this work calls a linkage a digital service, which is consistent with the terms
digital master and digital shadow.
In [Voge09] the authors describe their architecture as a service-oriented architecture. Basic con-
cepts of an interaction-based architecture as part of the Reference Architecture Model Industrie
4.0 (RAMI4.0) is presented in [DIN16593-1]. There, service-oriented architecture is described
as a style that defines and restricts “roles, characteristics and allowed relationships of services
and service consumers”. In both cases, service-oriented architecture primarily describes services
used for the communication between different systems such as OPC UA services [DIN16593-1].
This work presents a method for the design of a DR automation architecture that enables the
execution of DR measures on APCMs. The focus of the design is not the development of a
service-oriented architecture for communication. Instead, it relies on existing communication
services and integrates them into the DR automation architecture. The Internet of Things
(IoT) vocabulary defines an architecture as a “set of fundamental concepts or properties of a
system in its environment embodied in its elements, relationships, and in the principles of its
design and evolution” [ISOIEC20924]. Based on this definition, DR automation architecture is
defined as follows.

Definition 2.7 (DR automation architecture) An automation architecture describes
how industrial software and communication systems interact to enable the automated exe-
cution of specific control measures on production machines. If the automation architecture
is used for the execution of DR measures it is called DR automation architecture.

In [DIN16593-1] a service is defined as a “mechanism to enable access to one or more capabilities
where the access is provided by a prescribed interface and is exercised consistent [sic] with
constraints and policies as specified by the service description”. Following [ISOIEC20924], a
service is a “distinct functionality that is provided by an entity through interfaces”. The DR
automation architecture in this work is used for the execution of a DR control algorithm which
can be seen as a service.

Definition 2.8 (DR control algorithm) A DR control algorithm is a software program
that implements an algorithm for the execution of DR measures. The algorithm decides
when to execute which DR measure based on rules that include information from external
entities, for example energy prices or the power consumption of the factory. The DR control
algorithm interacts with the production machine based on the interfaces provided in the
DR automation architecture.

The capability of the DR control algorithm is the execution of DR measures.

2.4 Interaction of IT and OT in production
This work discusses the interaction of IT- and OT-systems as part of the DR automation archi-
tecture. Different definitions of IT exist. In [Merr23] IT is defined as “the technology involving
the development, maintenance, and use of computer systems, software, and networks for the
processing and distribution of data”. Following [Gart23a] IT is “the entire spectrum of techno-
logies for information processing, including software, hardware, communications technologies
and related services. In general, IT does not include embedded technologies that do not gen-
erate data for enterprise use.” According to [Shil22], IT “is the hardware, software, and other
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information processing systems found in the enterprise or business information layer”. The last
definition includes aspects of industrial automation. This work combines these definitions and
uses the following definition.

Definition 2.9 (Information technology) Information technology (IT) is the hardware,
software, communications technologies and other systems used for the processing and dis-
tribution of data [Merr23; Gart23a]. IT-systems are located on the manufacturing and
business level [Shil22] and management and organisation layer in the automation hierarchy
respectively.

Although IT is used in OT-systems, the two areas differ in their purpose and their require-
ments [Karm18, p 14]. In [Gart23b] OT is defined as “hardware and software that detects or
causes a change, through the direct monitoring and/or control of industrial equipment, assets,
processes and events.” This definition is used in scientific articles [Hahn16; Lara19], standard-
isation [ISOIEC30164] and by organisations such as the Industry Internet of Things Consortium
(IIC) [Karm18]. [Hahn16] discusses similarities and differences of IT and OT and specifies that
OT demands real-time operation. In [Shil22], OT is assigned to the control and field level
of the automation pyramid. None of these definitions includes all aspects of OT. Again, the
individual definitions are combined into one.

Definition 2.10 (Operating technology) Operating technology (OT) is the hardware,
software and other information processing systems used for the monitoring and control of
industrial equipment, assets, processes and events [Gart23b]. OT is located on the field
and control level [Shil22] and in the field and control layer of the automation hierarchy
respectively. To control physical industrial processes, OT-systems guarantee operation in
hard real-time [Hahn16], which means that the OT-systems guarantee execution of their
operations in a fixed cycle time.

Important OT-components are programmable logic controllers (PLCs). PLCs are electronic
systems, that are able to control different kinds of machines and industrial processes using
implemented digital control algorithms [IEC61131-1]. They have interfaces for the connection
of sensors and actuators and are able to communicate with other digital entities such as other
PLCs or computers.
In [IEC61131-3] five languages are described for programming a PLC. They can either be
programmed graphically using ladder diagrams, function block diagrams and sequential func-
tion charts or they can be programmed text-based using structured text and instruction lists.
Since 2013, [IEC61131-3] also includes features for object-oriented programming of PLCs.
Object-oriented programming facilitates the reusability of program components and favours
the rapid realisation of even large software frameworks [Broy19, p 398]. It enables scalability
and transferability of automation programs. Object-orientation is already used in automation
programs [Fran11; Li14].
For systems that enable an interaction between IT and OT this work uses the term IT-OT-
data exchange service. Different communication systems exist that can be used for the com-
munication between IT and OT. [Shil22] use OPC UA, Message Queuing Telemetry Transport
(MQTT) and Representational State Transfer (REST)-based communication as IT-OT-data
exchange service. [Viel18] name MQTT, Advanced Message Queuing Protocol (AMQP), Ex-
tensible Messaging and Presence Protocol (XMPP), Data Distribution Service (DDS), REST
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services and OPC UA as solutions for machine to machine communication. [Prof19] compare
OPC UA, DDS, Robot Operating System (ROS) and MQTT and describe them as some of
the most commonly used protocols in industrial automation. [Deve22] compare the communic-
ation standards OPC UA, MQTT, AMQP and REST-based communication and name OPC
UA and MQTT as the most frequently used standards. Also, combinations of communication
standards, such as OPC UA and DDS [Pfro16] or OPC UA and MQTT [Liu20] are proposed.

2.5 OPC UA

In the application of the DRAAD method, this work uses OPC UA as IT-OT-data exchange
service. OPC UA is standardized in the IEC 62541 series [IEC62541-1]. It is a service-oriented
architecture for machine to machine communication [Prof19]. The concept of an interaction-
based service architecture using OPC UA services is illustrated in [DIN16593-1, pp 46–47].
OPC UA uses a server client communication system for the exchange of data [IEC62541-1,
pp 20–25]. One system can include multiple OPC UA servers and clients simultaneously and
an interaction between multiple servers and clients at the same time is possible. The client
server interaction is a point-to-point interaction: The client requests specific data from the
server, which delivers the requested data as a response [IEC62541-1, p 20]. In 2019 an additional
publish-subscribe specification for OPC UA was introduced [IEC62541-14]. In this specification
clients can subscribe to data published by servers [Prof19] such that real-time capabilities are
increased by sending point-to-multipoint messages [Deve22].
While the other parts of the IEC 62541 series specify OPC UA such that it is independent of the
technologies used for its implementation, IEC 62541-6 specifies the physical network protocols
used to implement the OPC UA specifications [IEC62541-6, p 22]. The aim of OPC UA is to
be as flexible as possible regarding future development of technology [IEC62541-6, p 22]. If
other communication protocols emerge in the future they could be integrated in the OPC UA
architecture and then used for the communication of OPC UA data.
OPC UA is based on existing communication middleware such as Transmission Control Pro-
tocol/Internet Protocol (TCP/IP) and WebSockets [IEC62541-6, p 78]. IEC 62541-6 names
UA TCP, Hypertext Transfer Protocol Secure (HTTPS) and WebSocket as transport proto-
cols [IEC62541-6, pp 78–91] and multiple data encodings such as OPC binary, OPC Extensible
Markup Language (XML) and OPC JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) [IEC62541-6, pp 23–
61]. By using different communication protocols OPC UA enables cross-platform communica-
tion [Prof19].
OPC UA integrates security by supporting an authentication via user name and password or by
using digital certificates [Prof19]. By implementing OPC UA Field eXchange (OPC UA FX)
for the application of OPC UA in real-time field level communication [OPC10000-80], OPC UA
spans all layers of the automation hierarchy [Shil22].
One key aspect of OPC UA is its semantic information model [Prof19; Deve22]. The focus of
OPC UA is to enable interoperability of different devices which is needed, for example, in a
typical production line consisting of multiple machines and systems of different kinds [Prof19].
OPC UA data models include semantic annotations, such that clients consuming data auto-
matically can derive the meaning of specific data values even without previous knowledge. In
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other communication protocols such as MQTT, ROS or DDS, clients need to know the topic
of the data points in order to know which data points to subscribe to [Prof19].
For OPC UA, standardised data models, so-called OPC UA Companion Specifications, are
developed by working groups. Employees of different manufacturers form a working group to
enable standardised data exchange between systems of different manufacturers. The OPC UA
Companion Specification OPC UA for Machinery defines common information for machines
in general [OPC40001-1]. The OPC UA objects can be used to identify the machine and its
components as well as to monitor the machine’s behaviour [OPC40001-1, pp 21–22]. This
can be used to construct a digital nameplate of the machine. Also OPC UA Companion
Specifications for production machines exist for example the OPC UA Companion Specification
OPC UA for Machine Tools [OPC40501-1] or the OPC UA Companion Specification OPC
UA for Robotics [OPC40010-1]. Currently, no OPC UA Companion Specification for cleaning
machines exists.
The OPC UA Companion Specification OPC UA for Energy Management defines important
OPC UA data objects for energy management that must be provided by OPC UA servers that
implement this OPC UA Companion Specification [OPC30141]. The OPC UA data objects are
designed such that they can be used by OPC UA clients for different use cases, such as energy
data visualisation and analysis or calculation of an emission footprint [OPC30141, pp 24–25].
The use cases also include DR measures such as general load management and avoidance of
load peaks. The OPC UA Companion Specification only implements OPC UA data objects for
energy measurement and standby management and states that these could be useful for the
implementation of DR measures, but lacks a concrete implementation of DR measures such as
store energy inherently and interrupt process. Section 6.3 presents the data model for these DR
measures.
For the implementation of DR, an interaction between power grid operators and factory op-
erators is needed. That means, that a data exchange between entities of the power grid and
industrial entities such as production machines must be possible. The application of OPC UA
in power grids is discussed in multiple research papers, for example [Claa11; Gil22; Wang22;
Zhu22]. In the future, OPC UA could provide a seamless data exchange from entities of the
power grid to production machines and thereby simplify the implementation of DR in industry.
In summary, OPC UA offers many features beyond the interaction of IT and OT. As a service-
oriented architecture, it is not a simple communication protocol, but uses different communica-
tion protocols as part of its architecture. The main feature is the possibility to create semantic
information models. In the future, OPC UA could simplify the integration of factories into the
electricity market to implement DR.

2.6 Demand response control algorithms and optimisation
models

In industrial automation, different control algorithms are used for the control of machines
and processes. Commercial software libraries exist that provide typical controllers such as
proportional–integral–derivative (PID) controllers or bang-bang controllers [Beck23c]. Even
the integration of AI models directly into PLC automation programs is possible using specific
libraries [Beck23b]. These libraries are vendor-specific as they are not standardised yet.
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Algorithms developed in research, that implement DR measures, often use complex mathem-
atical optimisation, such as mixed integer linear programming (MILP), heuristic algorithms or
artificial intelligence (AI) approaches such as reinforcement learning [Abik17; Gros19; Webe18;
Kohn20]. These are usually not implemented in automation programs at OT-level, but in high-
level programming languages at IT-level. For the classification of different control algorithms
based on different optimisation models, this work uses the terms black-, white-, and grey-box
model.

Definition 2.11 (Black-, white-, and grey-box models) Black-box machine learning
models are purely statistical models. White-box models, refer to analytical and physical
descriptions whose modelling is usually very complex. Grey-box models combine both
approaches in order to unite the respective advantages [Döbe18].

The DR control algorithm in this work uses MPC as a control algorithm, based on a grey-box
approach, see Chapter 7.
MPC is a control method that is widely used such that fundamental descriptions can easily
be found in literature [Rako19, pp 12–15; Cama07, pp 2–5; Ditt09, pp 38–44]. MPC predicts
the future behaviour of a system based on the current system state and a time-discrete dy-
namic system model. The system is modelled using mathematical equations which are part of
the formulation of an optimisation problem, usually a minimisation. Using this formulation,
the optimal input of the system can be predicted by solving the optimisation problem. The
optimisation problem includes time-discrete system states up to a certain point in time, the
so-called prediction horizon. Only the predicted input value for the first time-step is used and
the optimisation is repeated in intervals so that it is also possible to react to disturbances in-
fluencing the system. Limitations of the system are included in the system-model formulation
as constraints of the optimisation problem.

2.7 Aqueous parts cleaning machines
In [DIN8580, p 12] cleaning as a manufacturing process is assigned to the main group separation.
The standard [DIN8592, p 3] defines cleaning as the removal of unwanted substances (soil)
from the surface of parts to a required, agreed or possible degree. [DIN8592, p 7] lists six
subcategories of cleaning, including fluidic cleaning, chemical cleaning and solvent cleaning.
Fluidic cleaning is defined as cleaning in which loosely adhering contaminants are removed by
flowing gases or liquids [DIN8592, p 4]. It includes washing, blowing off, suction and ultrasonic
cleaning. In industrial applications, these different cleaning methods are often combined with
each other [Ange19, p 24]. This also applies to APCMs, hence, they cannot be assigned to just
one of the defined cleaning methods [Jung19, p 8].
For a market survey, in [Bilz13, pp 20–21] the authors define five different groups of indus-
trial cleaning methods in practical use: blast cleaning, mechanical cleaning, thermal cleaning,
aqueous cleaning, special cleaning and other cleaning methods. Aqueous cleaning here mainly
includes fluidic cleaning and combines these with chemical cleaning and solvent cleaning by
using different cleaning liquids [Ange19, p 23]. As can be seen, no precise definition of APCMs
exists, such that this work combines the definitions of [DIN8592; Bilz13; Ange19] as follows.
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Definition 2.12 (Aqueous parts cleaning machine) An aqueous parts cleaning ma-
chine (APCM) is a production machine that combines fluidic cleaning with chemical clean-
ing and solvent cleaning to clean industrial parts by using aqueous cleaning liquids [DIN8592;
Bilz13; Ange19].

Market surveys have shown that aqueous cleaning is the most used cleaning method in industry
and the share is increasing. While in 2007 aqueous cleaning was used in 59 % of the companies
surveyed, this share rose from 84 % in 2012 to 86 % in 2020 [Bilz13, p 21; Rögn21a, p 45]. The
share of aqueous cleaning in the total turnover of cleaning machine manufacturers also increased
from 58 % in 2007 to 68 % in 2012 and to 84 % in 2020 [Bilz13, p 21; Rögn21a, p 45]. Hence,
when focussing on APCMs in this work, the main part of the industrial cleaning machines in
use is considered.
Different kinds of APCMs are defined in [Ange19, pp 26–27]. Single-chamber APCMs have one
cleaning chamber and usually are operated in a batch process. The machines can be equipped
with only a single tank that stores the cleaning liquid or can have an additional tank storing
a medium for rinsing. Multi-chamber APCMs have multiple cleaning chambers with multiple
media tanks and are also used in a batch process but can clean multiple batches simultaneously.
Aqueous throughput parts cleaning machines also exist. Here, the part passes through different
cleaning zones by transportation on a conveyor.
The cleaning process in APCMs consists of three steps [Durk06, pp 2–3]:

1. Cleaning: separation of soil from the part by using an aqueous cleaning agent.
2. Rinsing: dilution or displacement of the emulsion consisting of the cleaning agent and

the soil until all soil is removed.
3. Drying: separation of the part and the cleaning agent until the part is dry.

All these steps are necessary to obtain a high quality cleaning result [Durk06, p 3]. In simple
cleaning systems without an extra rinsing system, as in the application example of this work,
the cleaning and rinsing steps are combined into one step. The first phase of this process step
comprises cleaning, that is the loosening of the soil, the second step then comprises rinsing,
that is the further removal of the soil.
The empirical studies in [Sinn60] show that in aqueous cleaning of textile the four influencing
factors temperature, chemistry, mechanics and time have a decisive impact on the cleaning
result [Sinn60, pp 9–10]. If one factor is reduced, this must be compensated by an increase in
at least one of the other three factors. [Ange19; Rögn21b] extend the four factors by the soil
and the part to be cleaned and thereby adapt the approach to industrial cleaning. The cleaning
liquid must be adapted depending on type, condition and quantity of the soil as well as the
part’s shape and material to reach a satisfying cleaning result. When applying DR measures
to an APCM, it must be ensured that the cleaning result is not affected negatively.

2.8 Summary
This chapter introduced the most important terms used in this thesis and showed the current
state of the art in the research area. The goal of this work is to develop a DR automation
architecture that enables the execution of DR measures on APCMs. Therefore, first DR in
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general was described and then the current developments in industrial automation. The chapter
explained the interaction of IT and OT in general and specified OPC UA as one technology
used for this interaction. Black-, white- and grey-box models were introduced as a rating for
optimisation models and the functionality of MPC which are used for the DR control algorithm
in this work were described. At the end of the chapter an introduction to APCMs was given.
Based on this, the research concept is defined in the following.
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The previous chapter describes the fundamentals of this work to show its research area and
focus, which is the first part of the Research Clarification. In this chapter, in Section 3.1, the
research objective is defined and research questions derived from this objective. Based on the
research objective and questions Section 3.2 defines assumptions and requirements of this this
work. The research objective, questions, assumptions and requirements form the second part
of the Research Clarification.

3.1 Research objective and questions
In [Schr18] the author shows that it is possible to use production machines such as machine
tools for DR by adapting their automation architecture and in [Stro20] we describe that cleaning
machines have the potential to be used as inherent energy storages. Motivated by this research,
this work’s research objective is as follows.

Objective The research objective of this work is to enable the execution of DR measures
on APCMs by developing a method for implementing a DR automation architecture.

To fulfil this objective it must be investigated, if APCMs have a DR potential and how this
can be identified. This leads to the first research question.

Question 1 (DR potential analysis) How can the DR potential of APCMs be identified
and quantified?

One part of the literature review in Section 4.2 is to investigate whether approaches already
exist for analysing the DR potential of APCMs or whether approaches exist that can be adapted
to APCMs. Since the literature review shows that no DR potential analysis exists for APCMs,
a DR potential analysis for APCMs is developed in Chapter 5, extending and adapting existing
methods for other production machines to APCMs. The DR potential analysis is the first step
of the DRAAD method.
After identifying the DR potential of APCMs this potential must be made usable by adapting
the APCM’s automation architecture.

Question 2 (DR automation architecture) How must an automation architecture be
designed to enable the execution of DR?

An automation architecture includes the actual automation program that controls the pro-
cess and the modules of the APCM as well as the interaction of the APCM’s automation
program and external entities. Therefore, the second research question is divided into two
sub-questions.
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Question 2.1 (DR automation program) How must an automation program on ma-
chine level be designed to enable the execution of DR?

At field and control level the DR automation program must be able to control the APCM such
that DR measures can be executed. The communication between the DR automation program,
implemented in the machine automation system, and the DR control algorithm, implemented
in an IT-framework, needs a DR data model located at the information layer.

Question 2.2 (DR data model) How must a DR data model be designed to enable the
interaction of machine automation on OT-level and DR control algorithm on IT-level?

The literature review in Sections 4.1, 4.3 and 4.4 tries to find answers to these three questions.
No comprehensive method for the implementation of a DR automation architecture exists that
fulfils all requirements. Chapter 6 presents the design of the DR automation architecture as
part of the DRAAD method.
Once the DR potential is identified and it is clear how the DR automation architecture needs
to be built to exploit the potential, a service is needed that executes DR measures and finally
exploits the potential. To do so, the last question must be answered.

Question 3 (DR control algorithm) How must an algorithm be designed to control the
execution of DR measures?

The DR control algorithm is the last part of the DRAAD method. Existing DR control al-
gorithms are analysed in Section 4.5 and the DR control algorithm is developed in Chapter 7.

3.2 Assumptions and requirements
The development of the DRAAD method is based on several assumptions. The first assumptions
describe a typical development process of a production machine’s automation system.

A1 All machine modules and the cleaning process are controlled by the APCM’s automation
program.

A2 The automation program of the APCM is usually developed by the machine manufacturer
during the design and construction of the APCM.

A3 The machine manufacturer has knowledge about the APCM, the cleaning process and
how to develop an automation program, but only little knowledge of DR.

The DRAAD method must be designed such that the restricted knowledge of the machine
manufacturer is considered. Even if the automation programme is developed in the design and
construction phase, it can also be updated by the machine manufacturer to implement DR on
existing APCMs, if the machine control fulfils the hardware requirements. The last assumptions
consider DR.

A4 The DR control algorithm is developed by an external developer who has knowledge of
DR and mathematical modelling, but who has no knowledge of the design of automation
programs.
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A5 An external or internal demand for DR via a market or for internal load management
exists.

A6 It is possible to communicate with the entities requesting the DR measures so that they
can provide information to the DR control algorithm and that the DR control algorithm
can access an electricity price.

The restricted knowledge of the developer must also be considered for the development of the
DRAAD method and communication with external entities must be included.
In [Litt70] the author postulates requirements for the design of models that should assist man-
agers in their decision-making process. Including these requirements into the design of the
model should increase the likelihood that it will be used by managers and that they benefit
from using it. The machine manufacturer and the developer are not managers, but since the re-
quirements are designed such that everyone can handle the model, some of the requirements can
be applied to other procedures. In [Pant19] the author develops a DR automation architecture
for industrial supply systems and adapts the requirements of [Litt70] for the development of
such a DR automation architecture. Based on [Litt70; Pant19, pp 80-81], the DRAAD method
must respect the following requirements:

R1 The design of the DR automation architecture should be simple and easy to implement.
R2 Simultaneously, the design should be complete on important issues. This requirement

contrasts with the first and a balance must be found between the two.
R3 The design should be adaptable to different kinds and numbers of APCMs.
R4 It must be robust, such that it can cope with errors during the execution of DR measures

and system safety is guaranteed.
R5 The implemented DR automation architecture must be comprehensible and its behaviour

easy to monitor.
In [Pant19, pp 81-82] the author assumes that the machines that his DR control algorithm
interacts with are already able to execute DR measures. Therefore, he makes three assumptions
regarding the machines ability to be observable, controllable and able to communicate. Since
the aim of this work is to enable machines to execute DR measures, these three assumptions
become requirements for the development of the DRAAD method. The requirements are as
follows [Pant19, pp 81-82]:

R6 The APCM’s system states that are important for the execution of DR measures must
be observable.

R7 The setpoint values of the APCM that are used to execute DR measures must be con-
trollable.

R8 It is possible to communicate information such as the aforementioned system states and
setpoint values between the APCM and IT-systems.

Using the requirements and the assumptions in the following design criteria for the different
parts of the DRAAD are presented, which specify the requirements in more detail. The design
criteria were developed in iterations during the development of this thesis. After defining design
criteria, they were integrated in the DRAAD method, the resulting design was evaluated and
depending on the evaluations’ outcome design criteria were adapted and additional design
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criteria added if needed. This results in the following 19 design criteria. For each design
criterion, the requirement to which it relates is indicated in parenthesis.
The DRAAD method for the development of a DR automation architecture starts with the
identification of the technical DR potential of APCMs. The design criteria for the DR potential
analysis were already presented in our work [Fuhr23b]. They are as follows:
C1.1 The DR potential analysis is simple (R1) such that it can be applied by the machine

manufacturer during design and construction of the APCM. Therefore, the analysis can
be carried out at machine level only since during the design and construction phase no
knowledge exists of the exact production environment the APCM will be operated in.

C1.2 The DR potential analysis is as simple and quick as possible and should need little addi-
tional knowledge to be applied by machine manufacturers (R1). It is executed manually,
provides a quick preselection of machine modules that can be enabled for DR measures
and does not need complex calculations, simulations or additional energy measurements.

C1.3 The DR potential analysis is complete (R2) such that the full technical DR potential is
identified. It results in quantifiable values to allow a comparison of the DR potential of
different machine modules.

C1.4 The DR potential analysis is adaptive (R3) which means it is scalable to APCMs of
different sizes and transferable to different kinds of APCMs.

C1.5 The DR potential analysis considers the influence of the DR measure on the cleaning
process and estimates its criticality to prevent negative influences on productivity and
quality of the process results and to guarantee robustness and system safety (R4).

The main part of the DRAAD method is the development of a DR automation architecture in-
cluding a DR automation programming scheme and a DR data model. These are integrated in
the automation data specification described in Section 6.3. The design criteria for the DR auto-
mation architecture, DR automation program and DR data model extend the design criteria
presented in our work [Fuhr23b]. The DR automation architecture must fulfil the following
design criteria:
C2.1 The DR automation architecture implements the DR measures that are identified to be

executable on APCM: store energy inherently and interrupt process (R2).
C2.2 The DR automation architecture is designed such that it is adaptable to different IT-

architectures and can be deployed on different systems (R3). The IT-system can be
integrated into the APCM itself if an industrial personal computer (IPC) is used that
combines the PLC as an OT-system with a non-real time IT-operating system such as
Windows or Linux. The IT-system may also be installed on a different computer connec-
ted to the OT-system. To cover all cases, the DR automation architecture is designed
such that it is independent of the deployment architecture.

C2.3 The DR automation architecture is designed such that the states of the APCM that are
needed for the execution of the DR measures are observable (R6).

C2.4 The DR automation architecture is designed such that the setpoints are controllable (R7)
to enable the interaction of the APCM and the DR control algorithms.
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C2.5 The DR automation architecture is designed such that a communication between different
IT-systems is possible (R8). Since the DR control algorithm needs to interact with other
IT systems, communication between different IT-systems is required.

For the DR automation program the design criteria are:
C2.6 The DR automation program is object-oriented to enable easy (R1) scalability and trans-

ferability (R3). The DR potential of a single APCM is constrained. Therefore, the DR
automation program is object-oriented, such that it can be scaled for systems of various
dimensions and can be transferred easily to other APCMs and a greater DR potential
can be accessed.

C2.7 The DR automation program includes elements for functional safety (R4). Humans in-
teracting with the APCM must not be harmed when executing DR measures.

For the DR data model the additional design criteria are:
C2.8 The DR data model is designed such that it enables an IT-OT-communication in the DR

automation architecture (R8). It is reasonable to implement DR control algorithms on
IT-systems since they usually include more complex optimisation algorithms that are hard
to be integrated in standard automation programs. However, the APCM is controlled by
an OT-system such that the DR data model must enable IT-OT-interaction to execute
DR measures.

C2.9 The DR data model must include a strict naming convention for variables. Using this
naming convention, developers can easily identify the variables in the DR data model (R1),
which are needed for the execution of the DR control algorithm, and map them to the
variables of the DR control algorithm.

The last part of the DRAAD method is the development of a DR control algorithm that interacts
with the APCM to execute DR measures and that is implemented in the DR automation
architecture. The development of the DR control algorithm considers the following design
criteria:
C3.1 The DR control algorithm implements both DR measures, store energy inherently and

interrupt process, to use as much of the determined DR potential as possible (R2).
C3.2 The DR control algorithm is scalable and transferable to different kinds and numbers of

APCMs (R3) to access a greater DR potential.
C3.3 The DR control algorithm avoids a negative impact on process stability (R4). Therefore,

it models the machine behaviour of the systems that are influenced by the execution of
DR measures and enables the definition of critical states such that they can be avoided.

C3.4 The operation of the DR control algorithm is easy to monitor, which means the model uses
a white-box or grey-box approach such that the behaviour of the integrated optimisation
model is comprehensible (R5).

C3.5 The DR control algorithm incorporates the interaction with the APCM and a DR mar-
ket (R8) by including the APCM’s machine states and changing electricity prices.

This results in 19 concrete design criteria for the development of the DRAAD method and for
its evaluation. Before presenting the development of the DRAAD method, the next section
analyses existing research based on the defined design criteria. The review shows that existing
research does not meet these design criteria and thereby identifies the existing research gap.





4 Existing industrial automation architectures for
demand response: a literature review

This chapter analyses existing research based on a literature review and compares it to the
approaches which were developed in the context of this thesis. The first step is a systematic
literature review to identify existing industrial automation architectures for DR in Section 4.1.
The DRAAD method, proposed in this work, includes a DR potential analysis, a DR automation
programming scheme, DR data model and a DR control algorithm. Related research in these
four areas is analysed in Section 4.2, 4.3, 4.4 and 4.5. Section 4.6 summarises the review and
shows existing research gaps. The literature review also analyses to which extend the reviewed
literature allready satisfies the DRAAD method’s design criteria.

4.1 Systematic literature review
In the following, research related to this work is analysed in a systematic literature review.
Based on [Pant19; Stro21], the three dimensions of the review are objective, system boundary
and approach. The objective of this work is to enable the execution of DR measures on industrial
APCMs by developing an automation architecture. Hence, the dimension objective is demand
response, the system boundary is cleaning machine and the approach is automation architecture.
Also, analogously used and closely related terms are considered, resulting in the following terms
for the objective:

• demand response
• demand-side management
• energy-flexibility

To identify related work, the extended system boundary includes:
• cleaning machine
• production machine
• machine tool

An APCM is a production machine and machine tools have been a focus of research in produc-
tion engineering in the past. The approach also includes related terms:

• automation architecture
• automation system
• automation program
• cyber-physical production system

For the systematic literature review the research data bases ScienceDirect, Springer Link and
Web of Science are used which include scientific journals of major engineering communities such
as the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) for electrical engineering, the
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Table 4.1: Results of the systematic literature review.

Combination Number of articles
System boundary & approach 2324
Objective & approach 967
Objective & system boundary 311
Objective & system boundary & approach 29
Objective & cleaning machine & approach 7

International Federation of Automatic Control (IFAC) for automation and CIRP for production
engineering.
Please note, that possibly individual articles are listed in several databases. Thus, by combining
the terms and analysing the total number of research articles of all three data bases only a
tendency can be determined with this analysis.
An overview of the analysis carried out last on 14.02.23 is depicted in Table 4.1. The highest
number of results is archieved by a combination of the terms for system boundary and approach,
which results in 2324 articles. This shows that a lot of approaches exist that consider automation
of production machines in general. Less automation architecture approaches exist for DR. The
combination of objective and approach results in 967 articles. DR on production machines is
still reasonably analysed in science as the combination of objective and system boundary results
in 311 articles.
A combination of all three dimensions results in only 29 articles. When choosing cleaning
machine as system boundary only seven articles remain, of which six are developed by our
research group Energy Technologies and Applications in Production (ETA) and four of them
were created in the context of this thesis. The literature review shows that the research area
of this work has not been frequently studied for production machines in general. Especially in
the field of cleaning machines, the research potential is high.
The sheer number of articles provides an indication of the general relevance of the topic, meaning
the research activities in this area. However, the numbers do not reflect the relevance in terms
of content. Therefore, the titles and abstracts of the publications were analysed and checked
for relevance. In addition, the four articles developed in the course of this work were sorted out.
After this pre-selection, six papers remained for a detailed analysis. [Schu18] implement a DR
potential analysis, which is compared to other methods in Section 4.2. [Abik17] present a DR
control algorithm which is discussed in detail in Section 4.5. Automation architectures with a
relation to energy are developed in [Seit19; Heut19; Vogt22; Pant18], which are discussed in
the following. Since the systematic literature review resulted in only six articles, findings of a
manual literature search are added.
[Seit19] describe an IT-based DR control architecture. The described software framework closes
the gap between an external energy trading platform and individual factory components such
as ERP, MES or SCADA systems. The authors assume that the machines are already enabled
to execute DR measures such as store energy inherently or interrupt process and the article
does not contain any information on the structure of an automation programme at machine
level.
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Table 4.2: Comparison of existing automation architectures for DR. Six of the nine analysed
architectures include components needed for the implementation of DR measures on
APCMs: a DR potential analysis, a DR automation programming scheme, a DR
data model and a DR control algorithm.
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In [Heut19] two concepts that integrate energy-efficient control into MES are presented. The
article’s literature review also analyses two papers that discuss DR, but the two concepts
proposed in [Heut19] only include energy-efficiency and do not include DR. Also, the automation
program of production machines is not part of the concepts.
[Vogt22] implement a cyber-physical production system for the evaluation of four different con-
trol schemes that control a heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) system used in
battery production with the aim of increasing the energy-efficiency of the production. The
article focusses on the description of the control schemes and describes the automation frame-
work only roughly. The cyber-physical production system includes the connection of sensors
and actors using a PLC and an IT-OT-connection that can be implemented using different
communication systems. How the communication can be implemented or how the automation
program should be structured is not described. The article also does not consider DR.
[Pant18] develop an energy-efficient and energy-flexible automation framework for industrial
supply systems. The approach includes an object-based programming scheme for building
automation programs, a DR data structure for IT-OT-communication via OPC UA and func-
tions for functional safety. The architecture provides the possibility for the integration of a
DR control algorithm that could execute the DR measure store energy inherently, but a DR
control algorithm is not presented in the article. [Pant19] extends this automation framework
and implements a DR control algorithm.
[Schr18] presents an automation framework to implement DR on the auxiliary systems of ma-
chine tools. Modules are selected for DR based on the determination of their technical DR
potential. The author adapts the automation system of the machine tool to apply a DR control
algorithm but does not present a DR data model. The DRAAD method developed in this thesis
was inspired by and extends the ideas of [Pant18; Schr18], which both were developed in the
ETA research group.
In [Gros22a] we present a cyber-physical production system to execute DR measures on APCMs.
We introduce a DR data model for store energy inherently and interrupt process and validated
the set-up using a DR control algorithm.
In [Fuhr23b] we develop an automation program for DR based on an analysis of the technical
DR potential of APCMs. The automation system includes a DR data model implemented in
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OPC UA which is used for the execution of a simple DR control algorithm. We integrate a DR
control algorithm based on MPC that implements store energy inherently and interrupt process
and uses the previously deveoped automation architecture in [Fuhr23a].
The first three mentioned articles do not include DR potential analyses, DR automation pro-
gramming schemes, DR data models nor DR control algorithms. These parts are only included
in the research approaches which where developed in our research group, see Table 4.2. [Schr18;
Pant18; Pant19] do not specify in detail how a DR automation program must be designed and
do not show how it is implemented. Section 4.3 discusses these approaches. In the following,
further literature is analysed in more detail and existing concepts on DR potential analysis,
automation programming schemes, DR data models and DR control algorithms are examined,
which were established as standalone ideas and not as part of a DR automation architecture.
The analysis also evaluates if the existing research fulfils the design criteria defined in Sec-
tion 3.2.

4.2 Methods for the analysis of industrial demand response
potential

This thesis aims to implement a DR automation architecture that enables the utilisation of an
APCM’s DR potential. Therefore, the DR potential must be identified first. Different methods
that determine the DR potential in industry exist. This section presents a literature review
to identify existing approaches that analyse the DR potential following our previous literature
review in [Fuhr23b].
Some of the existing methods analyse the DR potential only of entire factories. [Roth18; Roth19;
Schu18] develop simulation models of the factory and estimate the economical DR potential of
the entire factory using these simulation models. In [Löbe19] a preselection method is presented
that uses key factors such as the rated power and time of use of machines to identify machines
or auxiliary systems in the factory that could have a high technical DR potential and should
be analysed in more detail.
Further approaches exist, that analyse the DR potential of factories and of single production
machines. In [Graß14a] a mathematical model is used to identify the DR potential of production
systems, which can be single production machines or the factory as a whole. A comprehensive
method that can analyse the realisable DR potential of the whole factory, auxiliary systems
and single machines is presented in [Tris20]. It analyses production units considering energy
consumption measurements, rated power of machines, process specifications, the criticality of
DR measures to the process and economical invests amongst others. [VDI5207-2] implements a
practical method which includes forms that enable practitioners to determine the technical DR
potential of their factory and individual machines based on preselection, comprehensive energy
consumption measurements, process criticality and machine specific key factors.
All the aforementioned approaches can analyse factories as a whole and are therefore formulated
in such a general way, that they do not consider the requirements of special production machines
such as APCMs. This work focuses on analysing the DR potential of single machines, which
allows a more specific DR potential analysis. [Graß14b] develop a DR potential analysis for
production machines based on its machines states. Thereby, only the DR potential of process-
related DR measures such as interrupt job is considered. [Graß15] develops a comprehensive
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Table 4.3: Comparison of different methods for the DR potential analysis. The methods can
be applied at factory or production machine level and determine the technical or
economical DR potential. The methods are based on either simulations, mathemat-
ical modelling or use manual approaches and can be based on measurements. Some
approaches assess how critical the execution of DR measures is to the production
process.
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Machine level* x x x x x x x x x x x
Technical potential* x x x x x x x x x x x
Economical potential x x x x x
Simulation x x x
Mathematical model x x x x
Manual execution* x x x x x x x x x
No measurements* x x x x x x x x
Criticality* x x x x x x
*Design criteria for the DR potential analysis, see Section 3.2.

method to analyse the DR potential of production machines. The method combines a manual
analysis of the machines with mathematical modelling and energy consumption measurements.
In [Rein14], a multi-stage manual method for the identification of DR potential is presented.
First, production machines are selected based on their rated power and share of total energy
demand for further analysis. The technical potential of the selected machines is then identified
based on measurements of electrical energy consumption. A preselection method is presented
in [Lieb15]. Machines are analysed based on a questionnaire to determine their suitability for
DR such that only promising machines are analysed in detail.
[Popp14] analyses the technical DR potential of machine modules for store energy inherently,
taking into account the criticality of the DR measure to the process. The method analyses
the energy storage capacity of the modules and how the modules are controlled, for example
using bang-bang-controller in a hysteresis or continuously. Using these two criteria and a
measurement of the activation time and mean electric power demand of the modules the DR
potential of the machine is determined. The method in [Abel16] extends [Popp14] using parts
of [Rein14] and [Lieb15] but does not need energy measurements to determine the technical
DR potential of a machine. Instead, the activation time of machine modules is estimated by
analysing the automation program code and the rated power is used instead of the mean electric
power demand. In [Schr18, pp 59–71] the concept is slightly modified and the relevance of
auxiliary modules for the main production process of machine tools is added as third dimension
besides energy storage capacity and control mode.
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Table 4.4: Only few automation programming schemes for DR exist.
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Controllable* x x x x x
Store energy inherently* x x x x x
Interrupt process* x
*Design criteria for the DR automation pro-
gramming scheme, see Section 3.2.

In [Stro20] we present an approach to identify the technical DR potential of inherent energy
storage systems in the factory based on energy measurements and mathematical modelling. We
apply the method to an APCM amongst others.
The DR potential analysis used as part of the DRAAD method in this thesis has been published
in [Fuhr23b]. The DR potential analysis extends [Abel16] to be applicable to APCMs and adds
a potential analysis for interrupt process. It determines the technical DR potential at machine
level, is executed manually and does not need energy measurements. Chapter 5 describes the
method in detail. Table 4.3 shows a comparison of the different approaches to analyse the
DR potential. Several of the features for comparing the different approaches are based on the
design criteria for the DR potential analysis, which are defined in Section 3.2.

4.3 Automation programming schemes for demand response

Only few research papers describe how automation programs for DR should be structured, see
Table 4.4. The author in [Schr18, p 102] only describes that read and write access to PLC
variables must be established via OPC UA and if necessary integrates additional variables to
implement store energy inherently on the machine. [Pant18] propose the usage of an object-
based automation program to ensure scalability and transferability of the program. The authors
also propose to implement functions for functional safety. The two approaches do not consider
interrupt process.
Following the design suggestions of [Pant18], we develop an object-based automation scheme for
building automation that includes functions for the secure execution of store energy inherently
in [Fuhr21]. In [Fuhr22a] we extend our previous work and introduce an object-oriented building
automation program including a strict naming convention for an easy use of the associated DR
data model. We transfer the automation program from building automation to an APCM
in [Fuhr23b] and add the functionality to execute interrupt process. Section 6.3 explains the
approach as part of the DRAAD method in detail.
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4.4 Demand response data models

Some approaches exist to describe DR in data models. Most of the models describe DR from
the viewpoint of the electricity market. [Parv13] introduce four groups of DR measures: load
curtailment, load shifting, on-site power generation, and utilizing electricity storage systems.
The authors model the constraints of each group and implement a mathematical decision-
making model for DR aggregator in the electricity market.
[Pete13] use the taxonomy bucket, battery and bakery to model energy-flexibility in the elec-
tricity market. Buckets are electricity consumers and producers, battery describes a process
that can store energy and needs to be charged and bakery is used for a batch process with
constant power consumption that must be finished in a given time period. The model includes
a mathematical description of power states, energy levels and a capacity as well as a minimum
runtime for every item.
[Bart18] use a general approach to model DR that includes multiple existing DR data models.
The authors specify a list of characteristics to describe all potential varieties of DR. The data
model is used as part of an optimisation.
Data models for an industrial approach also exist. [Scho19] implement a generic data model ex-
panding the model of [Bart18] for industrial applications. The model defines three DR elements.
Machines and process that can be used for DR are modelled as flexible loads. Dependencies
between flexible loads are described in dependencies elements. Thermal, chemical and inherent
energy storages as well as stocks for products in batch processes that can be used for DR are
included as storages. The three elements have different characteristic values such as IDs, re-
action and holding duration, regeneration duration, costs and usable capacity amongst others.
The generic data model is used to offer the modelled, aggregated realisable DR potential of
whole factories or industrial companies to an electricity market in a system consisting of two
interacting IT-platforms [Sche18; Rösc19].
[Stro21, pp 94–103] implements a software framework to apply the DR measure store energy
inherently in factories. The author identifies the DR potential of inherent energy storages and
introduces characteristic values to describe these storages based on [Scho19]. The data model
is then used in an optimisation. These data models have an industrial use case but were also
developed from the perspective of the electricity market.
[Pant18] develop a DR data structure for IT-OT-communication via OPC UA without focussing
on the commercialisation on the electricity market but on using the machines for DR in general.
Individual HVAC facilities are mapped in the data model and aggregated into a data model of
the entire factory’s HVAC systems. The data model can be used for monitoring and control
and implements the DR measure store energy inherently.
We extend this data model and present a DR data model for HVAC systems in [Fuhr22a].
While [Pant18] mainly explain the idea of the data model, we present the concrete programming
scheme, including a strict naming convention and concrete DR safety and control modules and
data structures. We transfer the data model to an APCM and integrate the DR measure
interrupt process in [Fuhr23b]. We show the IT-OT-interaction of the data model in [Gros22a]
where we describe the interaction of the data model with an DR control algorithm on IT-level.
This approach is described in detail in Section 6.3 and Section 6.4. The comparison of the
different data models in Table 4.5 shows that only the data models of the research approaches
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Table 4.5: A lot of DR data models focus on the energy market. This work concentrates on DR
data models which can be used for industrial application.
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*Design criteria for the DR data model, see Section 3.2.

developed in the frame of this thesis fulfil all design criteria of a DR data model as part of a
DR automation architecture that enables the execution of DR measures on APCM.

4.5 Demand response control algorithms and optimisation
models for demand response in industry

A lot of research articles exist that discuss and develop optimisation models for demand re-
sponse in industry. [Biel16] analysed 89 papers in detail and identified 46 papers which de-
veloped models for production planning based on price-driven DR programs. The literature
review in [Bäns21] resulted in 192 articles that include energy-aware optimisation models for
production. Approximately 41 % of the articles included energy costs and energy consumption
in the objective functions. [Brag23] analysed 53 articles in detail that developed algorithms
implementing DR in industrial production planning.
Most of these approaches lack a defined method for applying the suggested energy optimisation
on real machines in real production settings. They do not describe or use DR automation
architectures with which the optimisation can be carried out on production plants and often
they only validate the optimisation models in a simulation.
One example is the DR control algorithm identified in the systematic literature review in Sec-
tion 4.1. In [Abik17] the authors present an integer programming model for production schedul-
ing which includes electricity costs for the scheduling of multiple machine tools. The optimisa-
tion intends to maximise the usage of a photovoltaic power plant by interrupting the production
process between different cutting operations. The optimisation is validated in a simulation in-
cluding ten machine tools.
The objective of this thesis is to develop a DR automation architecture that enables the ex-
ecution of different DR control algorithms. Therefore, the focus of the literature review in
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Table 4.6: Most of the existing research on DR control algorithms does not describe how the
included models should be applied to real machines, for example [Abik17]. This
literature review focuses on papers that show the application to real production
systems.
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Production machine* x x x x x
Communication to external entities* x x x x x
Functional safety* x x x x
Scalable* x x x x x x
Transferable* x x x x x x
Store energy inherently* x x x x x
Interrupt process* x x
White box* x x x x
Grey box* x
Black box x
Simulation x x
Real application x x x x
*Design criteria for the DR control algorithm, see Section 3.2.

this section lies on articles that do not only present DR control algorithms, but also include a
description how these DR control algorithms can be applied to real production systems.
[Schr18, pp 85–93] develops a DR control algorithm based on a MILP model that implements
store energy inherently on machine tools. The DR control algorithm controls the axillary
modules of machine tools such that load peaks are reduced. The service only uses information
generated by the machine tool such as sensor values and the machine state and does not interact
with external entities. The DR control algorithm considers the inherent storage capacity of the
modules and thereby guarantees a stable execution of the production process.
[Pant19] develops a DR control algorithm for industrial supply systems based on deep reinforce-
ment learning. The DR control algorithm includes the DR measure store energy inherently and
uses external energy prices. The author develops a comprehensive simulation library to enable
the training of the black box AI models and then validates the trained AI using three different
industrial supply systems in a simulation. The possible interaction of the DR control algorithm
with real industrial supply systems via OPC UA is outlined but not validated [Pant19, pp 88–
89, 175–178, 187–188]. The reward-function used to train the AI models includes aspects of
functional safety since exceeding system limits such as minimum and maximum temperatures
is punished [Pant19, pp 114–117].
In [Fuhr23b] we develop a DR control algorithm that executes store energy inherently on an
APCM by controlling its cleaning liquid tank heater based on the electricity price. We use a
rule-based control that turns the tank heater on if it is above a specific price limit and off if
it is below a second price limit. We use the algorithm to apply store energy inherently and
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interrupt process in two separate field tests. In [Gros22a] we use a similar algorithm as DR
control algorithm to apply store energy inherently and include functional safety by using a
simulation model. We validate the algorithm’s decision in a simulation of the tank system and
check if the tank temperature stays inside its limits before applying the setpoint value on the
real APCM.
The DR control algorithm for APCM which we implement in [Fuhr23a] combines store energy
inherently and interrupt process using MPC based on a MILP optimisation model. We integ-
rate critical system parameters such as the temperature limits of the cleaning liquid tank as
constraints of the MILP model to ensure functional safety. It is a grey box approach since we
use experimental data to parametrise the thermal model of the tank system. The DR control
algorithm is presented in detail in Chapter 7 and its application on an APCM in Section 8.4.
Table 4.6 compares the presented DR control algorithms. As can be seen in the last row only
[Schr18] and the research approaches developed in the frame of this thesis validate DR control
algorithm in real application. While in [Schr18] machine tools are analysed we investigate the
application to APCMs.

4.6 Summary and research gap
The systematic literature review in this chapter showed that industrial automation architectures
are already examined intensively in science, but there are only a few approaches for DR on
production machines. When limiting the system boundary to cleaning machines almost no
approaches exist despite the papers developed in the context of this thesis. In the chapter,
existing research was analysed in detail for the four main elements of this work’s concept: the
DR potential analysis, the DR automation programming scheme, the DR data model and the
DR control algorithm.
Several methods to determine the industrial DR potential exist, see Table 4.3, but only the
DR potential analysis for machine tools in [Abel16] fulfils all of the design criteria. Chapter 5
extends and transfers this method to APCMs.
Almost no research exists on programming schemes for automation programs that implement
DR measures, see Table 4.4. Although there are some DR data models for industrial application,
no approach meets all design criteria, see Table 4.5. The approaches either only focus on the
electricity market, are not usable for IT-OT-communication or do not include the DR measure
interrupt process. The approach for a DR automation programming scheme and data model of
[Pant18] is extended in Chapter 6.
Many DR optimisation models exist in research but most of them are validated in simulations
and only a few are used as DR control algorithms integrated in DR automation architectures
and applied to real production. In the review, the approaches implemented in DR automation
architectures were analysed but none met all design criteria, see Table 4.6. Especially no DR
control algorithm exists that combines store energy inherently and interrupt process, besides
the one developed in relation to this work. The DR control algorithm of this thesis is presented
in Chapter 7.
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Section 4.2 has shown that different methods to analyse the DR potential in industry already
exist. The following chapter covers the developed approach for analysing DR potential of
APCMs as the first step of the DRAAD method. Section 5.1 presents a summary of the design
criteria for a DR potential analysis for APCMs defined in Section 3.2, followed by investigating
the suitability of existing methods and preselecting DR measures for the DR potential analysis.
Then, the DR potential analysis for the two selected DR measures store energy inherently and
interrupt process is developed in Section 5.2 and Section 5.3, before summarising the chapter in
Section 5.4. Figure 5.1 depicts a graphical overview of the method is depicted. The approach
of this chapter has already been published in our work [Fuhr23b].

5.1 Design criteria for the demand response potential
analysis and evaluation of existing approaches

We use the design criteria for the DR potential analysis defined in Section 3.2 to evaluate
existing methods regarding whether and how they can be adjusted and applied to APCMs.
The following list presents the summarised design criteria:
C1.1 The DR potential analysis is carried out at machine level only.
C1.2 The DR potential analysis is executed manually and does not need complex calculations,

simulations or additional energy measurements.
C1.3 The DR potential analysis identifies and quantifies the full technical DR potential.
C1.4 The DR potential analysis is scalable and transferable.
C1.5 The DR potential analysis estimates the criticality of DR measures regarding their influ-

ence on the cleaning process result.
How the DR potential analysis fulfils these design criteria is summarised in Section 5.4.
We consider the VDI list of common DR measures presented in the VDI 5207 guideline as a
basis for our DR potential analysis. The list is described in Section 2.1. The guideline assigns
five DR measures to the control level. Since APCMs are located at the control level of the
automation pyramid, see Section 2.3, we examine these five DR measures. The DR measures
are [VDI5207-1]:

• interrupt process
• change processing sequence
• adjust process parameters
• operate with bivalent energy
• store energy inherently
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Not all of these are applicable to an APCM. The possibility to change the processing sequence
is limited since drying processes must be executed after cleaning processes. Hence, only the
order of cleaning steps or drying steps could be changed among themselves. The customer
using the APCM can modify the order of the APCM’s cleaning process individually. To change
the order of cleaning process steps, knowledge of the customer’s individual cleaning process is
needed which cannot be anticipated by the machine manufacturer in the design and construction
phase of the APCM. Therefore, we do not consider the DR measure change processing sequence
further.
An adjustment of the process parameters would be possible, but could affect the cleanliness or
dryness of the part. To avoid such effects, we would need information regarding the customer’s
process quality requirements and execute a constant quality control to analyse if these quality
requirements can be fulfilled. Hence, detailed knowledge of the customer’s cleaning process
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Figure 5.1: Graphical overview of the DR potential analysis for APCMs. The method is divided
into the DR potential analysis of machine modules for store energy inherently (see
Section 5.2) and the cleaning process for interrupt process (see Section 5.3). Figure
adapted from [Fuhr23b], extending [Abel16].
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is necessary. Since the machine manufacturer does not have this detailed knowledge, we also
exclude adjust process parameters.
No data could be found indicating how many APCMs exist, that use multiple energy sources
and can execute operate with bivalent energy. Hence, we focus on electrically powered APCMs.
Consequently, the two DR measures interrupt process and store energy inherently remain for
the DR potential analysis. Since a process interruption before the start of the cleaning process
is possible, we include shift start of job when analysing interrupt process.
Most of the methods described in Section 4.2 are not suitable to be used for a preselection
on machine level. These methods either only focus on factories and need complex simulation
models [Roth18; Roth19; Schu18] or knowledge of the individual cleaning process to define
specific DR measures prior to analysing a DR potential [Tris20]. Most of the methods are
based on comprehensive energy consumption measurements since they are made for the DR
potential analysis of existing machines already working in factories [Löbe19; Tris20; VDI5207-2;
Graß15; Rein14; Popp14; Stro20].
We extend the approach of [Abel16] for the development of a DR potential analysis for APCMs.
This approach determines the technical DR potential of machine tools for store energy inherently
manually and does not need energy measurements. The approach uses parts of the work
presented in [Popp14] as well as [Graß14b] and is partly similar to the VDI guideline [VDI5207-2]
if applied only to production machines. We adapt [Abel16] to APCMs and add a DR potential
analysis for interrupt process.
We divide our DR potential analysis into two parts. We first identify the APCM’s technical DR
potential for store energy inherently by analysing machine modules individually in Section 5.2.
Then, we take a look at the cleaning process and determine the APCM’s technical DR potential
for interrupt process in Section 5.3.

5.2 Demand response potential analysis for store energy
inherently

The DR potential analysis for store energy inherently adapts [Abel16] from machine tools to
APCMs and consists of three steps. In the first step, we identify machine modules with a
high energetic impact by identifying the rated power Pf ∈ R≥0 of every machine module f ∈ N
individually and the total rated power of the APCM. Note that in the technical documentation,
the rated power is usually given as an active power value, rarely as an apparent power value.
In this work and in the DR potential analysis, we only consider the active power and require
that the rated power is specified as an active power value or has been converted to an active
power value.
In the case of an aqueous batch cleaning machine, we calculate the energy demand Wf ∈ R≥0
for every machine module f = 1, . . . , F by

Wf =
G∑

g=1
Pfdf,g, (5.1)

where F ∈ N is the total number of machine modules, where df,g ∈ R≥0 is the duration the
f -th machine module is switched on during the process step g ∈ N and G ∈ N is the total
number of process steps.
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Figure 5.2: Assessment of the energy-process-independence of machine modules considered for
DR measures. Figure taken from [Fuhr23b] based on [Abel16; Popp14].

In the case of an aqueous throughput parts cleaning machine, the machine modules are running
all the time while the parts traverse the different process chambers. Here, we use the duration
df,j ∈ R≥0 a part needs to traverse the process chamber of the corresponding machine module,
instead of the duration a machine module is switched on during a process step. The duration
a part traverses a process chamber represents the energetic importance of the machine module
and therefore is used to calculate the energy demand. We calculate the energy demand by

Wf =
J∑

j=1
Pfdf,j, (5.2)

where j ∈ N is the index of the cleaning chamber and J ∈ N is the total number of cleaning
chambers. We calculate the proportional share of energy demand φf ∈ [0, 1] for every machine
module f by

φf = Wf∑F
f=1 Wf

. (5.3)

Using the machine module’s rated power Pf and its proportional share of energy demand φf

we obtain two dimensions for a preselection of machine modules with a high DR potential. The
user must set a threshold for each feature such that all machine modules with a percentage
of the total rated power Pf and a minimum share of energy demand φf are selected. The
thresholds should be selected so low that all machine modules are included that could have a
high DR potential, but high enough to exclude small electrical consumers. As a good initial
guess, the thresholds can be set between 5 % to 10 % of the APCM’s rated power, or share of
energy demand respectively.
In the second step, we determine the suitability of the preselected machine modules to be used
for store energy inherently. We analyse whether and how much the use of the machine module
for DR affects the cleaning process. Following [Popp14], we define the control mode and the
inherent energy storage capacity as criteria to determine the energy-process-independence of
each machine module. We summarize the energy-process-independence in Figure 5.2.
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Using the control mode we describe how much the machine module’s control depends on the
state of the cleaning process. The machine modules can be nearly uncontrolled (C.1), such
that they are controlled without any time or process dependence, for example infrequently
switched on or off. They can also be controlled based on time intervals that do not correlate
with the cleaning process (C.2), for example a temperature-controlled tank-heating system.
The machine modules can be controlled on time intervals that depend on the active process
step (C.3), such as a pulsing fan during the drying step. They can also be fully controlled
in time and quantity (C.4), such as a frequency-controlled motor with varying speed which is
PID-controlled.
With the inherent energy storage capacity we describe if and to what extent the system in
which a machine module is operating in can store energy. For example, we take a tank heating
system, that consists of the tank heater, which is the machine module, and a tank containing
the cleaning liquid. We rate the system (I.1), if the inherent energy storage capacity is high
enough such that the machine module does not have be turned on during one cleaning cycle,
if the initial storage level is sufficient. In the case of an aqueous throughput parts cleaning
machine, a cleaning cycle corresponds to the duration a part needs to traverse the process
chamber that is to be rated. If the storage capacity is smaller, but the system’s process value
is uncritical for the process quality, we rate it (I.2), otherwise we rate it (I.3) if it is critical.
If electric energy is converted in real-time such that the capacity is zero, the system is rated
(I.4). An example for the last rating is a fan during a drying process.
The third step is the quantification of the DR potential. We define

F := {f | f -th machine module is green or yellow} (5.4)

as the index set of all machine modules to be considered for DR measures, which are those
with a degree of energy-process-independence in green or yellow according to Figure 5.2. We
determine the absolute achievable energy-flexible power demand Pflex ∈ R≥0 based on [Abel16]
by calculating the sum over the rated powers Pf of these machine modules

Pflex =
∑
f∈F

Pf . (5.5)

Using the total rated power of the APCM Ptotal ∈ R≥0, we calculate

ΦP = Pflex

Ptotal
, (5.6)

where ΦP ∈ R≥0 is the ratio of power that can be used for DR and which is consequently the
technical DR potential [Abel16].

5.3 Demand response potential analysis for interrupt process
To analyse the APCM’s DR potential for interrupt process we need a reference cleaning process.
We assume that manufacturers of APCMs use a reference cleaning process for designing and
setting up their APCMs. A reference cleaning process consists of different cleaning process steps
such as spray cleaning or convection drying. In the following we use this process to analyse the
DR potential. In the first step of the DR potential analysis for interrupt process, we determine
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the accumulated rated power and the share of the total energy demand for every process step,
similarly to the first step of the DR potential analysis for store energy inherently. We define

Ag := {f | f -th machine module is active in the process step g} (5.7)

as the index set of all machine modules active in the process step g. We calculate the accumu-
lated rated power Pg ∈ R≥0 for the step g by

Pg =
∑

f∈Ag

Pf (5.8)

using the rated power Pf of all machine modules active in the process step. We estimate the
energy consumption Wg ∈ R≥0 per process step g by

Wg =
∑

f∈Ag

Pfdf,g, (5.9)

considering the rated power Pf of the machine modules active in the process step and their
programmed activation duration df,g ∈ R≥0. Analogously to the calculation for each machine
module in (5.3), we calculate the proportional share of energy demand φg ∈ [0, 1] for every step
g by

φg = Wg∑G
g=1 Wg

, (5.10)

in order to compare the process steps with each other. Similarly to the DR potential analysis
for store energy inherently, we select process steps with a high energy impact for the second
step of the DR potential analysis based on the accumulated rated power Pg and the share of
the energy demand φg. Therefore, the user must select suitable thresholds for both criteria to
rank process steps regarding their energy impact. The thresholds can be chosen analogously to
the procedure during the DR potential analysis for store energy inherently. Then, we execute
the second and third step of the DR potential analysis only for these selected machine modules.
In the second step of the DR potential analysis, we asses whether and where a cleaning process
can be interrupted. We can interrupt the process at different stages and the measure interrupt
process defined in [VDI5207-1] can be expressed as

• shift start of job (interruption before the first process step)
• interruption between process steps
• interrupt a running process step

We summarise the first two as interruption before the beginning of a process step.
To fulfil design criterion C1.5, the DR potential analysis must consider influences of the DR
measures on the process result, meaning the cleanliness and dryness of the work piece. Since
there is not much scientific research on whether and where cleaning processes can be interrup-
ted, case-by-case assessments by the machine manufacturer are necessary. Following [Auri09],
delaying the start of the cleaning process has no negative impact on the work piece’s cleanliness
which makes an interruption before the start of the cleaning process usually feasible. As far as
we know, if or how an interruption during the cleaning or drying process affects the cleanliness
or dryness of the work piece was not part of scientific research yet.
A process interruption is more difficult in the case of an aqueous throughput parts cleaning
machine than in the case of an aqueous batch parts cleaning machine. If the APCM does not
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+ Interruption during running of
the process step is permitted

o Interruption before start of the
process step is permitted

- No interruption is permitted

Figure 5.3: The rating of a process step’s DR suitability is based on three levels that in-
dicate whether and when the cleaning step may be interrupted. Figure taken
from [Fuhr23b].

have buffer storages between process steps, an interruption of one step signifies an interruption
of the whole APCM or could delay adjoining processes. Our DR potential analysis could be
used to determine if and where buffer storages could be integrated in the APCM. However,
this would mean adapting the machine design, which is beyond the scope of this work and is
therefore not considered further.
We use the three categories shown in Figure 5.3, to rate the influence of a process step inter-
ruption on the process quality. If a process step can be interrupted during its execution, the
step is rated green. If it is only possible to interrupt before the start of the process step, we
rate it yellow and if no interruption is permitted red.
We quantify the DR potential for interrupt process in the third step. Similar to the DR potential
analysis of store energy inherently we consider all process steps with green and yellow rating.
We define

G := {g | g-th step is green or yellow} (5.11)

as the index set of all steps with green or yellow rating. Similar to the achievable energy-flexible
power demand Pflex we calculate the absolute energy DR potential Wflex ∈ R≥0 for interrupt
process by

Wflex =
∑
g∈G

Wg. (5.12)

Using the total energy consumption Wtotal ∈ R≥0, which is defined by

Wtotal =
G∑

g=1
Wg, (5.13)

we can calculate the ratio ΦW ∈ [0, 1] of the energy that can be used for DR

ΦW = Wflex

Wtotal
. (5.14)

For the measures store energy inherently and interrupt process our DR potential analysis yields
a total and relative quantifiable DR power and energy value. As a result, it is possible to
compare the potential of different APCMs and express the technical DR potential.
The absolute technical DR potential for store energy inherently Pflex can only be achieved if all
chosen machine modules are simultaneously used. Whether or not this is possible depends on
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the particular cleaning process. In the case of batch cleaning for instance, the absolute technical
DR potential Wflex for interrupt process only represents the DR potential prior to the execution
of the first energy-flexible process step. Only the potential of the remaining energy-flexible
steps is available after the first energy-flexible process step has been completed. To precisely
determine the practical DR potential, meaning the power and energy that can be used for DR,
it is also necessary to measure the APCM’s specific electrical consumption, as can be seen in
the field test in Section 8.5.

5.4 Summary
This chapter introduced the DR potential analysis for APCMs as first step of the DRAAD
method. The DR potential analysis is suitable for the preselection of machine modules that
might be used for store energy inherently as well as process steps that have a high DR potential
for interrupt process.
The DR potential analysis satisfies the design criteria outlined in Section 5.1. It only considers
the DR measures store energy inherently and interrupt process that are located at machine level
as it adopts the view of a machine manufacturer (C1.1). The DR potential analysis is a method
that is easy to use for machine manufacturers (C1.2), since it only needs information about the
APCM that is easily accessible by analysing the documentation and the automation program of
the APCM as well as a structured classification of the machine modules and process steps. The
method analyses electrical consumers and results in quantifiable values for power and energy
that can be used for DR measures (C1.3). The DR potential analysis can be applied to different
kinds of APCMs such as aqueous batch part cleaning machines and aqueous throughput part
cleaning machines (C1.4). It includes the influence of the DR measures on the cleaning process
by integrating the control mode for store energy inherently and the influence of a process
interruption on the process quality (C1.5).
Details regarding the APCM’s temporal availability are needed in order to calculate and im-
plement DR measures. These details must be supplied by external energy control systems or
production planning systems that have knowledge of the characteristics of the APCM’s ap-
plication setting at the manufacturing facility. For the DR measures to be carried out by the
external control systems, the preselected machine modules and process must be made accessible
for external control. In the following, the DR automation architecture is presented that enables
the utilisation of the determined DR potential for the execution of DR measures.
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After analysing the APCM’s DR potential, this chapter shows the second part of the DRAAD
method, the DR automation architecture. To execute DR control algorithms it is not only neces-
sary to develop an automation program that implements DR measures, also a DR automation
architecture must be established that enables the interaction of the DR control algorithm as an
IT-system with the machine automation, the PLC, as an OT-system. The main parts of the
DR automation architecture are the DR automation program and the DR data model, which
enable the control of the APCM by the DR control algorithm.
In this chapter, Section 6.1 defines the requirements for the DR automation architecture. Then,
a cyber-physical production system framework is introduced as the structure for the DR auto-
mation architecture in Section 6.2. The cyber-physical production system includes a digital
twin representing the components of the APCM relevant for DR. This digital twin includes
the automation data specification that specifies how to construct the DR automation program.
Section 6.3 describes the object-oriented structure of the DR automation program and the res-
ulting DR data model. The second element of the digital twin, described in Section 6.4, is the
automation data dictionary which is used for IT-OT-communication between the APCM and
the DR control algorithm. The chapter terminates with a summary in Section 6.5.
The contents of this chapter were already published in [Fuhr21; Fuhr22a; Fuhr23b; Gros22a],
which is highlighted in the individual sections.

6.1 Design criteria for the demand response automation
architecture

The DR automation architecture is based on the automation diabolo, a cyber-physical pro-
duction system introduced in [Voge09], as described in Section 2.3. It consists of the field
and control layer as well as the management and organisation layer which are connected by a
communication layer, see Figure 2.5. The DR automation architecture must fulfil the design
criteria defined in Section 3.2 to execute DR measures on APCMs. The following list presents
the summarised design criteria:
C2.1 The DR automation architecture implements the DR measures store energy inherently

and interrupt process.
C2.2 The DR automation architecture is adaptable to different IT-architectures and can be

deployed on different IT-systems.
C2.3 The DR automation architecture is designed such that the machine states are observable.
C2.4 The DR automation architecture is designed such that the setpoints are controllable.
C2.5 The DR automation architecture is designed such that a communication between different

IT-systems is possible.
C2.6 The DR automation program is object-oriented to enable scalability and transferability.
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Figure 6.1: Structure of the cyber-physical production system for DR in the operational life
cycle phase. The cyber-physical production system consists of a digital twin
which interacts with the physical APCM and external entities. Figure adapted
from [Gros22a].

C2.7 The DR automation program includes elements for functional safety.
C2.8 The DR data model enables IT-OT-communication.
C2.9 The DR data model includes a naming convention for variables.
The DR automation architecture is designed considering these design criteria. Section 6.5
summarises how the design fulfils the design criteria.

6.2 Cyber-physical production system aqueous parts cleaning
machine

The APCM, its automation system and its digital representation can be described as a cyber-
physical production system. The cyber-physical production system includes a digital twin for
the APCM’s digital representation which includes all elements necessary to execute DR meas-
ures. The cyber-physical production system follows our publication [Gros22a] and is visualised
in Figure 6.1. It consists of four main elements:

• The physical APCM including its actuators and sensors (1),
• a cyber-physical interface (2) that represents the interaction between the physical APCM

and the digital twin as well as the interaction of the digital twin and external entities,
• the digital twin which consists of a digital master (3), a digital shadow (4) and digital

services (5) and
• external entities (6) needed to execute DR measures.
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The cyber-physical production system focuses on the design and operational life cycle phases
and uses the CIRP definitions for cyber-physical production system [Mono18] and digital
twin [Star18]. It extends the digital twin concept presented in [Kohn21]. For a detailed explan-
ation of cyber-physical production systems see Section 2.3.
The APCM (1) with its actuators and sensors is the physical part of the cyber-physical pro-
duction system. It is connected to the digital twin by the cyber-physical interface (2). The
cyber-physical interface represents the data exchange in the cyber-physical production system.
This includes the IT-OT-communication between the physical APCM and the digital twin as
well as the data exchange between the digital twin and external entities.
The first part of the digital twin is the digital master (3) which is developed in the APCM’s
design phase and is the same for all instances of the APCM. The digital master includes the
automation data specification, the automation data dictionary and the DR optimisation model.
The automation data specification specifies three programming elements that must be included
in the machine automation program to enable the execution of DR measures.

• The process control includes the standard machine control procedures that are needed to
run the cleaning processes.

• The demand response control consists of the control procedures and data models for store
energy inherently and interrupt process.

• The safety functions ensure safe operation of the APCM during the execution of DR
measures.

These functionalities must be included in the automation program and interact with each other
to enable the execution of DR measures. Section 6.3.1 describes the implementation of the
automation data specification in the APCM’s automation program.
The automation data dictionary maps the variables of the automation data specification from
OT-format to IT-format such that it can be used directly by the DR control algorithm. This
is described in Section 6.4.
The DR optimisation model models the energy costs of the APCM based on its process related
energy consumption. It is part of the DR control algorithm, which uses the instantiated DR
optimisation model to predict how the execution of DR measures changes the APCM’s energy
consumption and thereby can reduce the energy costs.
The digital shadow (4) includes operation and condition data generated in process control and
DR data. As this is live data, the digital shadow is different for each instance of the digital
twin.
The DR control algorithm as a digital service (5) uses the data in the digital shadow to para-
metrise the DR optimisation model to the instance of an APCM and to calculate and execute
DR measures. Chapter 7 describes the DR control algorithm and the DR optimisation model
it uses in detail.
The cyber-physical production system also includes external entities (6). These are entities
needed to execute DR measures on the APCM, for example other production machines inside
the factory, if the APCM is used for internal peak load shifting. If the DR measures are used
to adapt the machine operation to local renewable energy production, external entities would
be the energy market and the weather forecast.
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6.3 Automation data specification
The automation data specification specifies how the automation program should be structured
and which information must be included in the communication layer such that DR measures can
be executed. The object-oriented DR automation program, extends our previous work [Fuhr22a]
which in turn extends and implements the concept of [Pant18]. In [Fuhr22a], we presented an
object-oriented design for an automation program to execute the DR measure store energy
inherently which we implemented in a building automation system using the example of an
air-cooled chiller. In the following, this design is transferred to APCMs and extended to be
able to execute interrupt process as well.
The design described in Section 6.3.1 consists of data objects for actuators and sensors as
well as systems that combine multiple data objects. If these data objects are used for DR,
they include the safety functions presented in [Fuhr21] as well as energy-flexibility functions
and data structures for store energy inherently and interrupt process, taken from [Fuhr22a;
Fuhr23b]. The safety functions are explained in detail in Section 6.3.2, Section 6.3.3 specifies
the functions and data structures for store energy inherently and Section 6.3.4 describes the
functions and data structures for interrupt process.

6.3.1 Object-oriented demand response automation program

The automation program is object-oriented to enable scalability and transferability of the pro-
gram [Broy19, p 398]. Additionally, the structure of the resulting program code is easier to
understand for developers that may want to understand, reuse or extend the automation pro-
gram. Figure 6.2 shows the base classes of the data model as well as the methods and data
objects used for DR. Most of the classes are used to implement store energy inherently. System
objects that implement the interface InterruptProcess are used for interrupt process.
Four classes represent actuators and sensors which are the basic field devices in automa-
tion [Fuhr22a]:

• The Actuator class represents actuators that are not used for DR.
• The Sensor class is the base class for sensors such as pressure or temperature sensors.
• The Actuator2Point class represent an actuators which are used for store energy inher-

ently and can take two discrete states for example on and off. These actuators are usually
connected to a digital output of the APCM’s PLC for example control valves or a heating
rods.

• The ActuatorContinuous class represents actuators for store energy inherently which are
operated in continuously modulated control. These are usually connected to the PLC by
an analogue output or by a fieldbus. Examples for these actuators are speed-controlled
pumps or motors.

All these classes should be used to implement the process control by adding individual methods
and objects adapted to the specific APCM. The ActuatorContinuous class extends the class
Actuator2Point, inherits the basic DR safety function SelectControlMode() and control
structures and adds methods to set a continuous setpoint (see Section 6.3.2). The Actuator
and Sensor base classes do not specify any DR attributes or methods since they are not used
directly for DR but can be part of a system used for DR.
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�interface�
System

– ST SystemState: structure

+ CheckError(): void
+ SystemFlowControl(): void
+ Operational(): void
+ RampUp(): void
+ RampDown(): void
+ Standby(): void
+ Working(): void

�interface�
StoreEnergyInherently

– ST StoreEnergyInherently: structure

�interface�
InterruptProcess

– ST InterruptProcess: structure
– ST InterruptProcessState: structure

+ SystemFlowControlInterruptProcess(): void

Sensor

Actuator

Actuator2Point

– ST Control: structure
– ST ControlState: structure

+ SelectControlMode(): void

ActuatorContinuous

– ST SetSetpoint: structure
– ST SetpointState: structure

+ SetpointCheck(): boolean

System
ISystem

System2Point
ISystem

IStoreEnergyInherently«optional»

IInteruptProcess«optional»

SystemContinuous
ISystem

IStoreEnergyInherently«optional»

IInteruptProcess«optional»

Figure 6.2: Class diagram which presents the base classes of the object-oriented data model.
Actuators are modelled as Actuator2Point, if they are controlled in two states,
or ActuatorContinuous, if they are controlled continuously. Multiple actuators
and sensors are grouped in systems. These systems all implement the basic System
interface. If the systems are used for store energy inherently or interrupt process they
must implement the corresponding interfaces as well. Figure based on [Fuhr22a].

Actuators and sensors are grouped to systems. It is reasonable to group logical components of
the APCM to systems such as cleaning chambers or heating systems. An APCM can consist
of multiple systems which, grouped together as a system of systems, represent the APCM as a
whole. There are three kinds of system classes [Fuhr22a]:

• The basic System represents a system that cannot be used for DR. It can also be a system
containing only Sensor and no Actuator objects.

• Systems that are used for DR and that can be set to two states, such as a heating system
which is controlled in a hysteresis, are modelled as System2Point. The system inherits
from Actuator2Point such that it can be controlled and used for store energy inherently.

• Systems that are used for DR and are set to specific setpoints in continual control are
modelled as SystemContinuous. An example would be a heating system that can be
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Table 6.1: Variables included in the ST_SystemState structure. For each variable its static or
dynamic type and access mode are described.

Data structure / variable Type* Access*
ST_SystemState

System operating state d r
Error state d r

* s - static, d - dynamic, r - read, w - write

set to a specific temperature. This system inherits from ActuatorContinuous and store
energy inherently can be applied similarly.

All systems must implement the interface System for process control. The interface includes
the SystemFlowControl method whereby an interaction of different actuators depending on
the systems state can be added. The current system state is displayed in the ST_SystemState
structure. It also includes a variable that indicates if a system is in an error state and cannot
be used for DR, see Table 6.1. Based on the machine states defined in [VDMA34179], systems
can take on five states [Fuhr22a]:

• In stand-by, all actuators of the system are turned off.
• During ramp-up actuators are started to prepare for the process. For a tank heating

system as an example, ramp-up signifies the initial heating of the cleaning liquid.
• This state is terminated when the operational state is reached. Here, the system is kept

ready to be set to the next state.
• The next state is working, where the actuators of the system are controlled according

to their process utility, for example the APCM’s liquid pump is activated during spray
cleaning.

• In ramp-down, the controlled, chronological shut-down of actuators in the system is im-
plemented. An example would be to stop the heater and the fan before closing the shut-off
valves in a drying system.

For every state we include a method in the System interface, in which the process control of the
APCM must be implemented. If a system does not implement a state, for example ramp-down,
the method can be implemented as an empty method. We also include the CheckError()
method to include routines that monitor the system and set an error state if an error occurs.
As an example, the method could set an error state if the temperature of a system is out of
bounds for a fixed time period.
To enable store energy inherently, the systems System2Point and SystemContinuous include
the ST_StoreEnergyInherentlyState structure, which Section 6.3.3 describes in detail.
Both systems can also be used for interrupt process if they implement the optional interface
InterruptProcess. For this, their SystemFlowControl() method has to be adapted to in-
clude the possibility to interrupt the process and the SystemFlowControlInterruptProcess()
method is used instead of SystemFlowControl(). Also, the structures ST_InterruptProcess
and ST_InterruptProcessState are added, which is specified in Section 6.3.4.
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Table 6.2: Prefixes used to include the data-type in the name of all DR data model variables,
based on [Beck23a].

Prefix Data-type
b boolean
n integer
f float
s string
a array

All class attributes of data type structure, which are shown in Figure 6.2 with the prefix ST_, are
used for IT-OT-communication and published in the communication layer using an IT-OT-data
exchange service. These structures are needed for the interaction of the automation program
with the DR control algorithm, see Section 6.4. The abbreviated data-type of variables must
be included in the variable name of variables that are part of the DR data model [Fuhr22a].
Following [Beck23a], for the implementation we use the prefixes in Table 6.2. As example,
fTankTemperature would be the variable name of a variable representing a tank temperature
as float value.

6.3.2 Demand response safety functions

To guarantee a safe operation of the APCM while executing DR measures, th DR automa-
tion program includes the SelectControlMode() and SetpointCheck() methods presented
in [Fuhr21; Fuhr22a] in the actuator and system classes. The safety functions enhance the
safety functions introduced by [Pant18]. The SelectControlMode() method, visualised in Fig-
ure 6.3, enables the safe control of actuators and systems by the DR control algorithm. The
method selects between the automatic mode, the algorithm mode and the manual mode:

• In automatic mode the normal control routine of the actuator or system is executed.
• In manual mode they can be controlled by an external signal set manually for example

on a HMI. The manual mode has the highest priority and can be activated directly. It
can be used for maintenance such as a manual functionality check of individual actuators
and systems, for example.

• In algorithm mode the control by an external algorithm such as the DR control algorithm
is granted. To activate the algorithm mode, the algorithm permission has to be true.
This variable must only be set true, if the actuator or system is in a safe state. As an
example, when controlling a heating system, the permission could only be given while the
system temperature is inside defined bounds. The check for algorithm permission can be
implemented in a separate method or set by an external sensor signal.

Depending on the activated mode, the respective setpoint (automatic, manual or algorithm) is
set in the corresponding actuator or system. The variables to set manual enabled, algorithm
enabled and algorithm enabled and the setpoints for manual mode and algorithm mode, which
are set externally, must be included in the ST_Control structure. ST_ControlState should
then show the control state and the setpoints that are currently activated in machine- and
human-readable form as integer and string values respectively.
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Figure 6.3: Method SelectControlMode() as part of the DR safety functions. The manual
mode can be selected at all times, algorithm mode can only be accessed if the
algorithm permission is set. The automatic mode is set by default if manual mode
and algorithm mode are inactive. Figure adapted from [Fuhr21].

Table 6.3: Information that is included as variables in the ST_Control, ST_ControlState,
ST_SetSetpoint and ST_SetpointState structures. For each variable its static
or dynamic type and access mode are described.

Data structure / variable Type* Access*
ST_Control

Activate manual mode d w
Switch on/off in manual mode d w
Activate algorithm mode d w
Switch on/off in algorithm mode d w

ST_ControlState
Current actuator state (on/off) d r
Currently activated access mode d r

ST_SetSetpoint
Setpoint in manual mode d w
Setpoint in algorithm mode d w

ST_SetpointState
Current operating point d r
Current setpoint d r
Setpoint unit d r
Operating point unit d r
Setpoint limits d r

* s - static, d - dynamic, r - read, w - write
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The second safety function is SetpointCheck(). We define x ∈ R as setpoint of the actuator
or system and xlb ∈ R as lower and xub ∈ R as upper bound of the setpoint. By implementing

x =


x, if xlb ≤ x ≤ xub

xlb, if x < xlb

xub, if x > xub

, (6.1)

the method guarantees that the setpoint x stays within its bounds. Thereby, it prevents
damage to the APCM if a wrong setpoint is set manually or by the DR control algorithm.
The setpoint is set depending on the activated control mode (automatic mode, manual mode
or algorithm mode) such that the setpoints for each mode must be included as a variable in
ST_SetSetpoint and the currently activated setpoint in ST_SetpointState. Table 6.3 gives
an overview of the variables included in the ST_Control, ST_ControlState, ST_SetSetpoint
and ST_SetpointState structures.

6.3.3 Demand response data model for store energy inherently

For all machine modules that have been selected for store energy inherently by applying the
DR potential analysis in Section 5.2 the information needed for the execution of a DR con-
trol algorithm must be include in the communication layer of the DR automation architec-
ture. Therefore, the automation data specification includes the information as variables of the
APCM’s automation program. These variables are published by the PLC via Ethernet. For
store energy inherently, the following data object structures are needed:

• The structure ST_Control, for Actuator2Point and System2Point objects, and addi-
tionally ST_SetSetpoint, for ActuatorContinuous and SystemContinuous objects, to
enable control of the actuators and systems by the DR control algorithm.

• The structure ST_ControlState, for Actuator2Point and System2Point objects, and
additionally, ST_SetSetpotintState, for ActuatorContinuous and SystemContinuous
objects, to get a feedback in the DR control loop.

• The ST_StoreEnergyInherently structure includes additional information for the DR
control algorithm.

The last section already described the methods and data structures needed for store energy
inherently, which are part of the safety functions and can be directly used for the DR control
of actuators and systems. The ST_StoreEnergyInherently structure includes [Fuhr23b]:

• Rated power: The rated power Pf of the machine module f that is used for store energy
inherently needs to be included. The value can be used to determine the DR potential.
The data is static and only changes when a machine module is replaced.

• System state correlation: Here, all system states are listed in which the machine
module can be used for store energy inherently. As described in Section 6.3.1, we use the
states stand-by, ramp-up, operational, working and ramp-down based on [VDMA34179].
Most of the machine modules are only active and can be used for store energy inherently
when their systems is in the state working. However, a tank heater for example can also
be used during ramp-up while heating up the cleaning liquid. The correlation is defined
in the automation program and it is hence static.
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Table 6.4: Information that is included as variables in ST_StoreEnergyInherently as part of
the DR data model for store energy inherently. For each variable its use for the DR
control algorithm, its static or dynamic type and access mode are described. Table
adapted from [Fuhr23b].

Data structure / variable Use for DR control algorithm Type* Access*
ST_StoreEnergyInherently

Rated power DR measure’s power or energy value s r
System state correlation Execute DR measure only when active s r
Process step correlation Execute DR measure only when active s r
Power consumption Feedback of DR measure execution d r
Operating point Load reduction or load increase possible d r
Process value Prediction of machine behaviour d r
Flexibility limits DR measure constraints d r

* s - static, d - dynamic, r - read, w - write

• Process step correlation: If the working state of the system is separated into different
process steps, we add the process step in which the machine module can be used for store
energy inherently. An air heater can only be used if drying is active, for example. Similar
to the system state correlation, this information is defined in the automation program
and therefore static.

• Power consumption: The current power consumption of the machine module used
for DR should be included as feedback if a DR is executed successfully. If the power
consumption is not measured per machine module, the APCM’s total power consumption
can be used. The power consumption can also be used to forecast the APCM’s energy
consumption.

• Operating point: This represents the current state of the machine module. Depending
on whether the machine module is modelled as Actuator2Point or ActuatorContinous,
this is either a boolean value (on/off) or the current operating point in percentage. The
mandatory value is used to determine whether the machine module can currently be used
for load increase (for example if the machine module is off) or reduction (if it is on) and
as feedback for successful execution of the DR measure.

• Process value: This represents the value of the system that the machine module is
controlled to manipulate. For example, a tank heater is controlled such that a specific
tank temperature is reached. In this case, the tank temperature is the process value.
The current process value is needed to predict the machine behaviour when planning
DR measures. In our example, the DR control algorithm can only switch off the tank
heater as long as the tank temperature is high enough and a stable process can be guar-
anteed. Therefore, it needs to model the cooling of the tank based on the current tank
temperature.

• Flexibility limits: We also include the limits of the process value that have to be
satisfied for a stable process. In the example of the tank temperature, this would be a
minimal and maximal temperature. The limits can vary, for example depending on the
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system state. If the tank heating system is in ramp-up, the limits may be more flexible
than in working.

Table 6.4 presents an overview of all variables needed for store energy inherently.

6.3.4 Demand response data model for interrupt process

For interrupt process, the method SystemFlowControlInterruptProcess() adapts the flow
control of a System2Point or System2Continuous object such that the system’s process can
be interrupted. In addition, the following data structures are needed:

• ST_Control and ST_ControlState to activate the algorithm mode and to check whether
it is activated respectively.

• ST_InterruptProcess to enable the setting of a process interruption by the DR control
algorithm.

• ST_InterruptProcessState which includes the information needed by the DR control
algorithm to calculate a possible interruption.

The ST_InterruptProcess must include variables for manual interruption and interruption
by the DR control algorithm. The data structure ST_InterruptProcessState models the
following information [Fuhr23b]:

• Step energy consumption: For all steps, that can be interrupted, we include the
total energy consumption Wg per step g. It can be used to determine the DR potential.
The step energy consumption is calculated using the duration of the process steps and
therefore varies depending on the active cleaning program. It is also possible to include the
power consumption Pg and the duration of a process step in ST_InterruptProcessState
such that the step energy consumption can be calculated externally by the DR control
algorithm.

• System power consumption: Equal to ST_StoreEnergyInherently we include the
system’s power consumption as feedback for the DR control algorithm, if available.

• System state: We include the current system state. Normally, interruptions are only
possible during working.

• Interruption countdown: The value represents the duration until the next possible in-
terruption point in the process. Using this value, the DR control algorithm can determine
the next feasible time for a process interruption.

Table 6.5 shows an overview of the variables included in the DR data model for interrupt
process.
The SystemFlowControlInterruptProcess() method modifies the SystemFlowControl()
method such that interruptions become possible. Based on the DR potential analysis for inter-
rupt process in Section 5.3, the possibility for interruptions is included in the selected process
steps. Usually, interruptions are carried out at machine level, such that the system that rep-
resents the APCM as a whole must be modified. Figure 6.4 shows an example for a modified
process flow. Here, the working state is modified and the possibility is included to interrupt
before the start of the cleaning and the drying step 2. If the variable interrupt is TRUE, before
cleaning or drying step 2, the process is interrupted until the variable is set to FALSE.
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Table 6.5: Information that must be included as variables in the ST_InterruptProcess and
ST_InterruptProcessState data structures for interrupt process. For each variable
its use for the DR control algorithm, its static or dynamic type and access mode are
described. Table adapted from [Fuhr23b].

Data structure / variable Use for DR control algorithm Type* Access*
ST_InterruptProcess

Interruption command Enable process interruption d w
ST_InterruptProcessState

Step energy consumption DR measure’s energy value d r
System power consumption Feedback of DR measure execution d r
System state Availability for interruption d r
Interruption countdown Next moment for DR measure d r

* s - static, d - dynamic, r - read, w - write

operational

interrupt = TRUE interruption

cleaning

drying step 1

interrupt = TRUE interruption

drying step 2

operational

start cleaning process

no

yes

no

yes

finish cleaning process

Figure 6.4: Modified program flow of an exemplary cleaning process that includes the possibility
to interrupt the process before the start of cleaning and before the start of drying
step 2. The flow chart only displays the operational state and the cleaning process
steps of the working state of the APCM. Figure adapted from [Fuhr23b].
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Figure 6.5: In the DR automation architecture the demand response (DR) data model is used for
the IT-OT-communication between the field and control layer and the management
layer. A mapper service as part of the IT framework maps the variables of the DR
data model to the variables of the DR control algorithm using the automation data
dictionary. Figure adapted from [Fuhr23b].

6.4 Automation data dictionary

The cyber-physical production system APCM, introduced in Section 6.2, includes two different
kinds of communication. The first kind is the communication between the digital twin and
external entities. It can be assumed that the digital twin and external entities are each part
of IT-systems and the communication between them is implemented as a standard feature of
these IT-systems. The second kind is the communication between the physical APCM and
the digital twin. To execute DR measures, an IT-OT-communication between the APCM’s
automation system and the DR control algorithm must be implemented. In the following, the
focus is the IT-OT-communication which we already presented in [Gros22a].
For the communication between the APCM’s automation system and the DR control algorithm
an IT-OT-data exchange service is needed, the automation data dictionary and an interpreter
which is part of an IT-framework [Gros22a]. The IT-framework is also where the DR control
algorithm is deployed, see Figure 6.5. The PLC is the OT-system where the DR automation
program specified in the automation data specification is implemented. All the variables needed
to execute the DR measures store energy inherently and interrupt process are included in the DR
data model as part of the IT-OT-communication. This includes process and energy information
as well as control signals. The interpreter uses the automation data dictionary to map the
variables of the DR data model to the variables of the DR control algorithm.
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The interpreter and the DR control algorithm are both implemented using a high-level pro-
gramming language such as Java, C++ or Python. The mapper maps the variables of the DR
data model to the variables of the DR control algorithm using the automation data dictionary.
This includes:

• the Internet Protocol (IP)-address and identifier of the IT-OT-data exchange service,
• authentication data such as user name and password to connect to the IT-OT-data ex-

change service if needed,
• the information to identify variables in the IT-OT-data exchange service for all variables

that are used by the DR control algorithm and
• a mapping of name and data-type between the associated variables of the IT-OT-data

exchange service and their high-level language variables.
The DR automation program includes the data-type in the variable’s name to facilitate a
mapping of the data-type between IT-OT-data exchange service and high-level language, see
Section 6.3.1.
In the application of the DRAAD method, this work uses OPC UA as IT-OT-data exchange
service. When using OPC UA and implementing the object-oriented automation program as
proposed in Section 6.3.1, this creates a hierarchical structured OPC UA server [Fuhr21] and
the automation data dictionary includes [Gros22a]:

• the IP-address and name of the OPC UA server,
• the OPC UA client user name and password to connect the DR control algorithm as OPC

UA client,
• the OPC UA node IDs and data types of all OPC UA nodes used for interaction with

the DR control algorithm and
• mapping of name and data-type between the associated OPC UA nodes and their high-

level language variables.
The automation data dictionary should be implemented in a lightweight, structured and text-
based file format such as JSON or YAML Ain’t Markup Language (YAML), because these file
formats are open, standardized and made for data-exchange between applications which are
written in different programming languages.

6.5 Summary
In this chapter a DR automation architecture that enables the execution of DR measures on
APCMs and fulfils all design criteria specified in Section 6.1 was presented. This is the second
step of the DRAAD method.
The DR automation architecture implements the DR measures store energy inherently and
interrupt process using a DR automation program with data objects modified for store energy
inherently and interrupt process (C2.1). By integrating the DR control algorithm in an IT-
system that is separated from the DR automation program at OT-level and implementing
an IT-OT-communication between them, a DR automation architecture is realised that is
independent of the deployment architecture (C2.2). Different deployment architectures can be
chosen, as long as a functioning IT-OT-communication is ensured.
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The DR data model includes all variables needed to observe the state of the APCM (C2.3) and
to control it for DR (C2.4). The DR control algorithm is implemented in an IT-framework that
is capable of communicating with other IT-systems (C2.5). By using an object-oriented auto-
mation program specified in the automation data specification, a DR automation architecture
is created that is scalable to APCMs of different sizes and transferable to other machine models
(C2.6). In [Fuhr22a] we show that the automation program is not limited to APCMs but can
also be implemented in building automation systems.
The DR automation program also includes safety functions to guarantee process safety while
executing DR measures (C2.7). An IT-OT-communication can be realised by using an IT-OT-
data exchange service such as OPC UA (C2.8). For the IT-OT-communication a DR data model
is used, which is mapped to the DR control algorithm using the automation data dictionary.
A naming convention for the variables of the DR data model enables an easy mapping (C2.9).
In the following, the DR control algorithm is described that interacts with the automation
program.
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The third step of the DRAAD method is the development of the DR control algorithm. The
DR control algorithm interacts with the machine automation and uses the data points of the
automation data model to calculate and execute the DR measures store energy inherently
and interrupt process. The DR control algorithm applied to an APCM, which is presented
in Section 8.4, has already been published in our work [Fuhr23a]. This chapter shows the
generalised version of the DR optimisation model integrated in the DR control algorithm.
Section 7.1 recapitulates the design criteria for the DR control algorithm. Based on these design
criteria in Section 7.2 the DR optimisation model is developed. Section 7.3 summarises the
chapter.

7.1 Design criteria for the demand response control
algorithm

For the design of the DR control algorithm, Section 3.2 defines design criteria. The following
list presents the summarised design criteria:
C3.1 The DR control algorithm schedules the DR measures store energy inherently and inter-

rupt process.
C3.2 The DR control algorithm is scalable and transferable to different kinds and numbers of

APCMs.
C3.3 The DR control algorithm avoids a negative impact on process stability.
C3.4 The DR control algorithm uses a white-box or grey-box approach.
C3.5 The DR control algorithm includes the APCM’s machine states and changing electricity

prices.
The DR control algorithm is developed based on these design criteria.

7.2 Mathematical modelling
Following our work in [Fuhr23a], we choose to use a MILP scheduling model to represent the
behaviour of the APCM. The model is used to predict the APCM’s behaviour as part of an
economical MPC algorithm. We split the model in an event-based sub-model of the cleaning
process for interrupt process and a time-based sub-model of the machine modules that are
used for store energy inherently. Both sub-models are explained in detail in Section 7.2.1 and
Section 7.2.2.
The objective of the overall model is to minimise the energy costs of the APCM. The costs
are the product of the energy price Ck ∈ R at time step k = 0, . . . , K, where K ∈ N is the
optimisation horizon, and the APCM’s power consumption. The APCM’s power consumption
is separated into two parts. First, we include the power consumption Pn ∈ R≥0 of the process
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event n = 1, . . . , N , where N ∈ N is the total number of cleaning process events. A cleaning
process event is defined by its start time sn ∈ N0 and duration dn ∈ N0, for example in seconds,
and represents either one single process step, a fraction of a process step, a group of coherent
process steps or a process interruption. Second, we include the product of the electrical power
consumption Pl ∈ R≥0 of the L ∈ N machine modules selected for store energy inherently with
their setpoint hl,k ∈ [0, 1] at time step k. We obtain

f (d, H) =
N∑

n=1

sn+dn−1∑
k=sn

PnCk +
L∑

l=1

(
Pl

K∑
k=0

hl,kCk

)
(7.1)

as the objective function. The energy costs are calculated over the process event durations
d = (d1, . . . , dN) ∈ NN

0 and the machine module’s setpoint states

H =


h1,0 · · · h1,K

... . . . ...
hL,0 · · · hL,K

 ∈ [0, 1]L×(K+1). (7.2)

If the duration dn of an event n is zero, the energy costs

sn+dn−1∑
k=sn

PnCk = 0 (7.3)

become zero, since the special case of an empty sum, defined by
z∑

x=y

= 0, if z < y, (7.4)

applies [Heus09, p 90]. This also applies for the energy costs of energy-flexible machine modules

L∑
l=1

(
Pl

K∑
k=0

hl,kCk

)
= 0 (7.5)

if no machine module was selected for store energy inherently, where L = 0.

7.2.1 Event-based sub-model of the cleaning process for interrupt
process

As stated above, an event n is characterized by its starting time sn, its duration dn and its
power consumption Pn. The event durations d are considered as optimisation variables, which
means that the algorithm changes d and thereby modifies starts and durations of the events to
minimise the energy costs. Different cleaning process steps should be combined to one event if
they cannot be interrupted. A process step can also be separated into multiple events, if the
process step can be interrupted during its execution.
An example is shown in Figure 7.1 where we separate the process step Cleaning into five events.
If we look at the first step Cleaning 1, the events n = 1, 3, 5 are segments of the actual cleaning
procedure and the events n = 2, 4 are interruptions. The step Cleaning 2 which consists of the
events n = 7, . . . , 11 has a longer duration since the interruptions are longer, but the duration
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Time

Steps Cleaning 1 Drying 1 Cleaning 2 Drying 2

Events n=1 n=2 n=3 n=4 n=5 n=6 n=7 n=8 n=9 n=10 n=11 n=12

Event as part of
a process step Interruption Event representing a process step

that cannot be interrupted

Cleaning 1

Cleaning 2

First duration of cleaning

Second duration of cleaning

n=7 n=9 n=11

n=1 n=3 n=5

The total duration of the events that
model cleaning does not change

Figure 7.1: Model of two consecutive cleaning processes as an event-based model. The process
step cleaning is separated into three cleaning events (n = 1, 3, 5 and n = 7, 9, 11) as
well as two interruption events (n = 2, 4 and n = 8, 10), without fixed durations.
The durations of the drying process events are fixed and the corresponding events
(n = 6, 12) cannot be interrupted.

of the cleaning procedure does not change. The process step Drying cannot be interrupted and
therefore is modelled as one event. It is also possible to include a sequence of cleaning processes
in our model, as shown in the example.
The event’s power consumption Pn is the sum over all rated power values Pf of all machine
modules active during the process event n, see Section 5.2. Analogously to (5.7) and (5.8), we
define

Bn := {f | f -th machine module is active in the process event n} (7.6)

as the index set of all machine modules active during the process event n and calculate the
event’s power consumption Pn by

Pn =
∑

f∈Bn

Pf . (7.7)

If the event n represents more than one process step, the time-based weighted average of the
step’s cumulated rated power should be used.
Since the model is part of a MPC loop, it is optimized multiple times during the execution of
the cleaning process. Therefore, we set nstart ∈ {1, . . . , N} as a variable that represents the
event that is currently activated on the APCM. In every iteration of the MPC, nstart is updated
using the APCM’s live data. We set the starts and durations of all past events to zero, that is

sn = 0, ∀n ≤ nstart (7.8)
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and
dn = 0, ∀n ≤ nstart. (7.9)

The start of the events following the start event is

sn+1 = sn + dn, ∀n = nstart, . . . , N − 1. (7.10)

Hence, they are not subject to the optimisation any more since they have passed. If a process
event n represents a process step or a group of process steps that cannot be interrupted, its
duration dn is fixed to the duration devent ∈ N defined by the total duration of the process step
or the sum of the durations of the process step group. If the starting event nstart cannot be
interrupted we set its duration to the remaining event duration dstart ∈ N which is also updated
in every MPC iteration.
The cleaning process must be terminated before or at the time step S ∈ N such that start and
duration of the last event N is set to

sN + dN ≤ min(K, S). (7.11)

This ensures that the production’s takt time is met.

7.2.2 Time-based sub-model of the machine modules selected for store
energy inherently

The second sub-model represents the machine modules selected for store energy inherently.
A machine module l is characterized by its electrical power consumption Pl and its setpoint
state hl,k at time step k. To model the power consumption Pl, we use the machine module’s
respective rated power. The set point states H of the machine modules selected for store energy
inherently are considered as optimisation variable.
As described in Section 5.2, a machine module is always part of the system it operates in. For
example, a tank heater is part of a tank heating system which includes the tank heater and a
tank storing the cleaning liquid. The operation of the machine module changes the system’s
process value vl,k ∈ R, in our example the tank temperature. We model the change of the
system’s process value vl,k with the time-discrete function

vl,k+1 = vl,k + ∆vl,k, ∀l = 0, . . . , L, ∀k = 0, . . . , K, (7.12)

where ∆vl,k is the change of the process value during the time step k. The process value change
∆vl,k depends on the module’s setpoint hl,k and disturbance τl,k ∈ R and can be described as
the function

∆vl,k = g (hl,k, τl,k) . (7.13)
For the tank heating system, the temperature loss to the environment or to the work pieces
would be modelled as a disturbance. We define

vl,0 = vl,start, ∀l = 0, . . . , L, (7.14)

where vl,start ∈ R is the current process value of the machine system where the machine module
l is located and which this machine module influences. The process value vl,k is constrained by

vlb,l ≤ vl,k ≤ vub,l, ∀l = 0, . . . , L, ∀k = 0, . . . , K, (7.15)
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with vlb,l ∈ R as the lower bound and vub,l ∈ R as the upper bound of the process value vl,k. In
our example, this would be the minimal and maximal temperature the cleaning liquid in the
tank can have, that guarantees a stable cleaning process.
Finally, considering the objective function (7.1) and the constraints stated in the last two
sections, we formulate the optimisation problem by

min
d,H

f (d, H)

such that (7.8), (7.9), (7.10), (7.11) and (7.15) hold.
(7.16)

7.3 Summary
The third step of the DRAAD method, presented in this chapter, creates the DR control al-
gorithm based on a MILP model. The DR control algorithm implements store energy inherently
and interrupt process in an time-based and event-based sub-model which are combined in one
common objective function (C3.1). The DR control algorithm integrates a MILP model that
can be used to model APCMs of different kinds and sizes (C3.2).
By modelling the process value of systems which are influenced by store energy inherently and
introducing lower and upper bounds for the process values, it is ensured that the DR control
algorithm does not have a negative impact on the process stability of the APCM (C3.3). The
used MILP model is a white-box model (C3.4), that models the interaction with the APCM
by including the APCM’s machine states in the constraints of the MILP. The interaction with
the electricity market is incorporated by including the electricity price in the objective function
(C3.5).
In the next chapter, the DRAAD method is applied to a real APCM, which includes the DR
potential analysis, implementation of the DR automation architecture as well as the imple-
mentation of the DR control algorithm. The set-up is validated by executing the DR measures
store energy inherently and interrupt process in a field test.





8 Application to an aqueous parts cleaning
machine

The DRAAD method is applied to the APCM MAFAC KEA, shown in Figure 8.1, in the
ETA Research Factory at the Technical University of Darmstadt. Section 8.1 starts with
the description of the APCM and the reference cleaning process, followed by the analysis
of the APCM’s DR potential. We already presented both topics in [Fuhr23b]. Section 8.3
shows the implementation of the DR automation architecture extending our work in [Fuhr22a;
Fuhr23a]. Section 8.4 presents the implementation of the DR control algorithm. In Section 8.5
the complete set-up, as the result of the applied DRAAD method, is validated in a field test. The
applied DR control algorithm and the field test were already presented in our work [Fuhr23a].
As part of [Fuhr23a] we published the complete source code of the applied DR automation ar-
chitecture, see https://github.com/PTW-TUDa/cpsl2023-dr-for-cleaning-machines. The
data includes the DR automation program as an OpenPLC project, the DR control algorithm
implemented in Python and the results of the field test.

Figure 8.1: APCM MAFAC KEA in the ETA Research Factory.

https://github.com/PTW-TUDa/cpsl2023-dr-for-cleaning-machines
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Figure 8.2: Cross section of the APCM MAFAC KEA including the three main systems and
the electrical consumers. Figure adapted from [MAFA12]. Figure: ©MAFAC 2023.

8.1 Description of the examined aqueous parts cleaning
machine and its process

The MAFAC KEA is an APCM operating in batch process with a closed cleaning chamber.
Its three main systems are the cleaning chamber, the tank system and the air drying system,
see Figure 8.2. The cleaning chamber contains a rotating basket carrying the parts, a rotating
nozzle system, the central cleaning pump, compressed air and an exhaust fan for removal of
moist air. The 320-litre tank filled with aqueous cleaning detergent, an electric tank heater, a
temperature sensor and an oil separation system form the tank heating system. The air drying
system consists of an electric air heater, a drying fan and a temperature sensor. The parts are
loaded and unloaded manually. The APCM’s total rated power Ptotal is 20.7 kV A and its total
power consumption is measured by a Janitza UMG 96 power analyser.
The reference cleaning process has a duration of approximately 12 min. Table 8.1 lists the pro-
cess steps and the machine modules with their activation duration. The durations of the process
steps and the activation durations of the machine modules are fixed. The air heater, tank heater
and the oil-separation system are hysteresis-controlled or demand-driven and their activation
duration varies. We track the activation duration for these machine modules throughout mul-
tiple cleaning cycles and calculate the average activation duration.
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Table 8.1: Process steps of the reference process of the MAFAC KEA APCM with a total
duration of approximately 12 min. The process consists of the five process steps
spray cleaning, followed by dripping, suction, blowing and convection drying. The
step duration dg, the machine modules f that are active in the respective process
steps and their activation duration df,g per process step g are shown. Table based
on [Fuhr23b].

Process step dg in s Machine modules activated df,g in s
Spray cleaning 600 Cleaning pump 600

Basket rotation 600
Nozzle rotation 600

Dripping 10 Basket rotation 10
Suction 10 Exhaust fan 10

Basket rotation 10
Blowing 10 Exhaust fan 10

Basket rotation 10
Convection drying 90 Exhaust fan 90

Drying fan 90
Basket rotation 90

Air heater 57*
Homing 5* Basket rotation 5*

Nozzle rotation 5*
*temperature-controlled or position-dependent, average value over multiple
process cycles

The main cleaning process step spray cleaning is the first step and has a duration of 600 s. In
this step, the cleaning pump pumps the detergent into the cleaning chamber where it is sprayed
at the parts. The nozzle frame and basket both counterrotate. All three machine modules are
active during the whole step.
Spray cleaning is followed by the three short drying process steps dripping, suction and blowing,
which each has a duration of 10 s. During dripping only the basket rotation is active, in suction
and blowing the exhaust fan is activated additionally to remove moist air from the cleaning
chamber. The nozzles are operated with compressed air while blowing. We do not consider the
nozzles since they are not operated electrically but by compressed air generated outside the
APCM. The final drying step is convection drying, where the parts are dried by hot air for 90 s.
The exhaust fan, the drying fan and the basket rotation motor operate constantly during the
entire process step while the air heater is controlled in hysteresis to heat the air. The heater is
switched on and off in intervals averaging at five to six activations lasting 57 s each.
At the end of the cleaning process, the basket and nozzle frames are rotated to their respective
starting positions in the homing step. The activation duration of the basket and nozzle rotation
depends on the position of the frames at the end of convection drying, such that it is hard to
measure the duration of the movement individually. We use the average duration of 5 s for
homing both rotation systems.
The tank heater is controlled in a hysteresis with a range between 55 ◦C and 65 ◦C. The
activation duration of the tank heater varies throughout each process cycle and occasionally
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is zero if the tank temperature was sufficiently high prior to the execution. We measured
the activation duration throughout several cleaning cycles resulting in 152 s average activation
duration. The oil separation also operates independently from the process steps. It is operated
depending on the determined oil level in the detergent and has an average activation duration
of 100 s.

8.2 Demand response potential analysis
In this chapter, the DR potential analysis presented in Chapter 5 is used to analyse the DR
potential of the APCM MAFAC KEA for store energy inherently and interrupt process . This is
the first step of the DRAAD method. We already presented the DR potential analysis applied
to the APCM MAFAC KEA in [Fuhr23b].

8.2.1 Demand response potential of store energy inherently

We start with the analysis of the machine modules and determine the corresponding rated
power Pf of the electrical consumers from the APCM’s technical documentation. We calculate
the energy demand Wf and share of energy demand φf for each electrical consumer during
the entire cleaning procedure based on their activation durations using (5.1) and (5.3). The
five columns at the left of Table 8.2 summarise the results. In the following, we only examine
controllable consumers that can be used for DR and therefore exclude electrical consumers such
as the APCM’s PLC or the control cabinet cooling.
Figure 8.3 shows the rated power Pf and share of energy demand φf for every machine module.
We set the rated power Pf = 1 kW and the share of energy demand φf = 0.05 as thresholds.
We only analyse machine modules further with characteristic values above at least one of these
thresholds. Therefore, we analyse the energy-process-independence in the next step only for
the tank heater, the air heater and the cleaning pump.
In the second step, we evaluate the control mode and the inherent energy storage capacity of the
three selected machine modules. The categories are visualised in Figure 5.2. The temperature-
controlled tank heater operates independently of the cleaning process. The tank heater is
neither controlled temporally nor in relation to the process. Consequently, we select C.1 as its
control mode. As already mentioned, if the tank is warm enough at the start of a cleaning
cycle, the tank heater can stay switched off during a full cycle, leading to the rating I.1.
The air heater is process-dependent since it is only active during convection drying. It can only
be switched on and off with a fixed operating point and is hence rated with control mode C.3,
as it is not controlled in quantity. The air heater has a small buffer capacity. The air heater
is turned on, if the temperature of the air flow falls under 105 ◦C and off, if it is above 110 ◦C,
resulting in five to six activations during convection drying. Hence, its inherent energy storage
capacity does not cover the function. We must distinguish between two scenarios in order to
decide if the process is critical. A minor undershoot of the normal temperature during drying is
not critical if the APCM is utilised for the parts’ final cleaning and corrosion can be excluded,
because the parts can then air-dry. Drying is critical if the APCM is in the middle of a process
chain and prepares the parts for delicate subsequent operations, such as hardening or coating.
We rate the inherent energy storage capacity I.2 since we have no knowledge of the process
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Table 8.2: The table shows rated power Pf , total activation duration per cleaning cycle df ,
absolute energy demand Wf and share of energy demand φf for every machine
module. It also shows the results of the energy-process-independence analysis of the
selected machine modules: control (ctrl.) mode, the inherent energy storage (IES)
capacity and the resulting overall rating, based on [Fuhr23b].

Machine module Pf in kW df in s Wf in Wh φf Ctrl. IES Rating
mode capacity

Tank heater 10 152* 422.22 0.364 C.1 I.1 green
Air heater 8 57* 126.67 0.109 C.3 I.2 yellow

Cleaning pump 3 600 500.00 0.431 C.3 I.4 red
Exhaust fan 0.55 110 16.81 0.014 - - -
Drying fan 0.55 90 13.75 0.012 - - -

Basket rotation 0.25 725 50.34 0.043 - - -
Nozzle rotation 0.18 605 30.25 0.026 - - -
Oil separation 0.045 100* 1.25 0.001 - - -

*temperature- or level-controlled, average value over multiple process cycles
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Figure 8.3: Rated power Pf and share of energy demand φf of all machine modules. The
thresholds are Pf = 1 kW and φf = 0.05. Only three machine modules with values
above both thresholds, shown in the green sections, are examined further. The data
values are shown in Table 8.2. Figure based on [Fuhr23b].
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chain set-up the APCM will be operated in. The machine operator can set the DR limits to
zero if drying is crucial and thereby omit the use of the air heater system for DR.
The cleaning pump is operated only during spray cleaning by an on-off controller leading to the
control mode rating C.3. The pump directly converts electricity into hydraulic energy, a real-
time energy conversion without any storage capacity, such that we rate it I.4. We summarise the
evaluation of energy-process-independence in the three columns at the right side of Table 8.2.
We estimate the APCM’s DR potential for store energy inherently to Pflex = 18 kW using (5.5)
and calculate the relative DR potential with (5.6) to ΦP = 0.87. We can only achieve the total
DR potential if the tank heater and the air heater are used for store energy inherently at the
same time. The air heater is only active during convection drying for a total average duration
of 57 s. In average, it is switched on five to six times for approximately 10 s, such that the air
heater and the full DR potential can only be used for short-term measures such as internal
peak load shifting.

8.2.2 Demand response potential of interrupt process

To determine the DR potential of interrupt process we calculate the accumulated rated power
Pg and the share of energy demand φg for every process step g using (5.8) and (5.9). The
results are shown in Table 8.3 and Figure 8.4. Again, we set the thresholds Pg = 1 kW and
φg = 0.05. Spray cleaning has the highest share of energy demand and convection drying
the highest accumulated rated power. The remaining four steps are energetically insignificant
hence we do not consider them further for DR. We do not include the tank heater in this part of
the potential analysis since it is process independent. The cleaning process has a total energy
consumption of Wtotal = 739.75 Wh.
In the second step, we determine if an interruption is technically possible without impairing
the process quality. Statements are either supported by research or evaluated on a case-by-
case basis. The three levels for the rating of the DR suitability are shown in Figure 5.3. As
already mentioned, the cleaning result is not affected by a delayed start of the cleaning [Auri09].
Therefore, an interruption before the initial spray cleaning process is possible.
Convection drying is the second step taken into account. To prevent corrosion and prepare
the parts for delicate subsequent operations such as hardening or coating, the drying process
removes any residual cleaning liquid from the parts’ surface. The majority of aqueous cleaning
operations are followed by this procedure, which is typically accomplished through evapora-
tion [Durk06, pp 2–3]. As far as we know, no studies have been done on how prolonged drying
affects the cleanliness of the parts. We assume that corrosion is prevented if the drying is
delayed only for short time intervals by a maximum of 10 minutes duration, such that it is
acceptable to interrupt the process before convection drying.
We are unable to assess the impact on the parts’ cleanliness if we interrupt a running cleaning
process step. As a result, we avoid this until it is established how an interruption may affect
the cleaning quality. The evaluation yields a yellow DR suitability rating for convection drying
and spray cleaning, as indicated in the column at the right side of Table 8.3.
We consider all process steps with a green or yellow rating for the quantification of the DR po-
tential. We calculate the absolute DR potential Wflex = 732.08 Wh and the DR ratio ΦW = 0.99
by (5.12) and (5.14). The DR potential analysis reveals that the tank heater and air heater
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Table 8.3: Accumulated rated power Pg, absolute energy demand Wg, share of energy de-
mand φg and criticality for every process step g, based on [Fuhr23b].

Process step Pg in kW Wg in Wh φg Rating
Spray cleaning 3.43 571.67 0.775 yellow

Convection drying 9.35 160.42 0.217 yellow
Suction 0.8 2.22 0.003 -
Blowing 0.8 2.22 0.003 -
Dripping 0.25 0.69 0.001 -
Homing 0.43 0.59 0.001 -
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Figure 8.4: Accumulated rated power Pg and share of process energy demand φg of all process
steps. The thresholds are Pg = 1 kW and φg = 0.05. Only process steps with values
above one threshold, in the green section, are examined further. The data values
are shown in table 8.3. Figure based on [Fuhr23b].
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have a high DR potential for store energy inherently and the process steps spray cleaning and
convection drying have a high DR potential for interrupt process.

8.3 Implementation of the demand response automation
architecture

To utilise the identified DR potential in this section a DR automation architecture is imple-
mented using the framework presented in Chapter 6. Section 8.3.1 presents the implemented
object-oriented DR automation program. The IT-framework that used for the implementation
of the DR control algorithm is shown in Section 8.3.2. Section 8.3.3 explains the IT-OT-
communication using OPC UA as IT-OT-data exchange service and the OPC UA-connector of
the selected eta_utility IT-framework.

8.3.1 Implementation of the object-oriented demand response
automation program

The object-oriented automation program is implemented in IndraWorks ML 14V22 P10
using the IEC 6113-3 programming language Structured Text [IEC61131-3]. To model the
APCM in the automation program, the APCM is separated into three logical systems:

• The system tank that includes the tank heater, the oil separation system, a temperature
sensor and sensors to control quality and level of the cleaning liquid,

• the inlet air heating system which includes air heater, fan, a valve, a temperature sensor
and an air flow sensor and

• the system cleaning chamber which includes the pump, the motors for basket and nozzle
frame rotation, the exhaust air fan, the pressurised air system, sensors to detect the
homing position of the basket and nozzle frame as well as safety sensors.

The systems are implemented by extending the base classes presented in Section 6.3.1 by the
three classes TankSystem, InletAirheatingSystem and CleaningChamberSystem, see Fig-
ure 8.5. For a better understanding, the Unified Modeling Language (UML) diagram only
shows the most important attributes, which are the data structures that must be included
in the communication layer, and the methods that are used for DR. Additional attributes and
methods that are not described are indicated using “. . . ” in the diagram. This section describes
the most important attributes and methods.
The system KEASystem represents the complete APCM and includes the three aforementioned
systems. All four systems implement the System interface. The systems TankSystem and
InletAirheatingSystem with their main machine modules tank heater and air heater, are
used for store energy inherently and implement the StoreEnergyInherently interface. The
APCM’s main system KEASystem implements the InterruptProcess interface to be able to
execute the interrupt process measure. In addition to the basic data structures for safety, store
energy inherently and interrupt process, presented in Section 6.3.1, the following data structures
are added:
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�interface�
System

– ST SystemState: structure

+ CheckError(): void
+ SystemFlowControl(): void
+ Operational(): void
+ RampUp(): void
+ RampDown(): void
+ Standby(): void
+ Working(): void

�interface�
StoreEnergyInherently

– ST StoreEnergyInherently: structure

�interface�
InterruptProcess

– ST InterruptProcess: structure
– ST InterruptProcessState: structure

+ SystemFlowControlInterruptProcess(): void

�boolean�
Sensor

�boolean�
Actuator

�struct�
ST_PowerMeasurementUMG96RM

– fRealPower: real
…

�struct�
ST_TempSensorState

– fValue: real
– sUnit: string
…

Actuator2Point

– ST Control: structure
– ST ControlState: structure

+ SelectControlMode(): void

ActuatorContinuous

– ST SetSetpoint: structure
– ST SetpointState: structure

+ SetpointCheck(): boolean

System2Point

ISystem

SystemContinuous

ISystem

CleaningChamberSystem

– ST CleaningChamberState: structure
– ST CleaningChamberErrorState: structure
– ST CleaningChamberState: structure
…

…

ISystem
KEASystem

– ST KEAState: structure
– ST KEAErrorState: structure
– ST KEAProgramState: structure
– ST KEALocalSetParameters: structure
– ST SetKEAProgramManual: structure
…

+ Blowing(): void
+ ConvectionDrying(): void
+ Dripping(): void
+ Homing(): void
+ SprayCleaning(): void
+ Suction(): void
+ TimeToNextInterruption(): void
…

IInterruptProcess

TankSystem

– ST TankState: structure
– ST TankErrorState: structure
…

+ CheckAlgorithmPermission(): void
…

IStoreEnergyInherently

InletAirHeatingSystem

– ST InletAirHeatingState: structure
– ST InletAirHeatingErrorState: structure
…

+ CheckAlgorithmPermission(): void
…

IStoreEnergyInherently

Figure 8.5: Object-oriented DR automation program for the APCM MAFAC KEA. The dia-
gram only shows the attributes that are included in the communication layer and
the most important methods needed for DR. The missing attributes and meth-
ods are symbolized by “. . . ”. The classes CleaningChamberSystem, TankSystem,
InletAirheatingSystem and KEASystem extend the classes in Figure 6.2. The first
three systems represent sub-systems of the APCM, the last system represents the
whole APCM.
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Figure 8.6: Program flow chart of the cleaning process. It is possible to interrupt the clean-
ing process before the steps spray cleaning and convection drying. Figure based
on [Fuhr23b].
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• The four data structures ST_KEAState, ST_TankState, ST_CleaningChamberState and
ST_InletAirheaterState represent the state of the systems. This includes information
such as the setpoint state of all the actuators included in the systems and sensor values.

• The system’s error state is communicated by ST_KEAErrorState, ST_TankErrorState,
ST_CleaningChamberErrorState as well as ST_InletAirheaterErrorState. They in-
clude a variable representing the global error of the system and variables, that show which
part of the system is in error.

• The parameters of the active cleaning program such as the durations of cleaning process
steps are included in the ST_KEAProgramState structure.

• The structure ST_KEALocalSetParameters is used for the interaction with the machine
operator. Here it is possible to select different predefined cleaning programs, to reset the
errors, open the door and specify the numbers of parts that are loaded to the APCM.

• Using the ST_SetKEAProgramManual it is possible to change the cleaning process para-
meters manually if the operator does not want to use one of the predefined cleaning
programs.

These additional data structures and the basic data structures presented in Section 6.3 are
included in the communication layer using OPC UA as the IT-OT-data exchange service.
Additional methods need to be added to adapt the automation program to the APCM MAFAC
KEA:

• The systems TankSystem and InletAirHeaterSystem that implement store energy in-
herently include the CheckAlgorithmPermission() methods that only allow the usage
of the tank heater and the air heater if the system’s temperature is in the temperature
limits and if the system is not in error state.

• The system KEASystem integrates additional methods that model the cleaning process
steps spray cleaning, dripping, suction, blowing, convection drying and homing imple-
menting the control procedures for the actuators active in that step.

• The SystemFlowControlInterruptProcess() of the KEASystem implements the possib-
ility to interrupt the process before spray cleaning and convection drying. Figure 8.6
shows the program flow of the cleaning process which is executed in the working state.

• In the TimeToNextInterruption() method of the KEASystem the remaining time until
the next possible interruption is calculated.

With these additional methods and the basic methods the execution of DR measures on the
APCM MAFAC KEA can be ensured.

8.3.2 IT-framework eta_utility

The eta_utility framework is the IT-framework used to deploy the DR control algorithm and
for the interaction between the DR control algorithm and the APCM. The content and struc-
ture of this section follows [Gros22b], where we presented the framework. The framework is
implemented in Python and consists of six machine modules illustrated in Figure 8.7:

• The main machine module eta_x includes the rolling horizon optimisation functional-
ity ETAx, which can execute different optimising algorithms called agents and inter-
act with different environments envs. The structure of the framework is based on the
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Figure 8.7: Overview of the eta_utility IT-framework. Figure taken from [Gros22b].

stable_baselines3 library [Raff21]. The environment interface is specified in the Gym
framework developed by OpenAI [Broc16].

• The connectors module implements the interaction of the optimisation with external
entities. It can establish a connection to different IT-OT-data exchange services such as
OPC UA, industrial communication protocols such as Modbus TCP/IP and application
programming interfaces (APIs) for the interaction with databases or other IT-frameworks.

• The framework also includes the timeseries module to handle time-series data using the
Python package pandas [Jeff22; McKi10].

• The simulators module implements an interface to enable the interaction with simula-
tion models using the Functional Mock-up Unit (FMU) standard [Mode21] based on the
Python package fmpy [Dass18].

• Using the servers module, it is possible to publish data to be used by other systems for
example by using the implemented OPC UA server.

• Additional ancillary functions such as logging and data de-serialization are included in
the util module.

The DR automation architecture only uses the ETAx and the connectors modules. The DR
automation architecture applied to the APCM MAFAC KEA was already presented in our
work [Fuhr23a], where we use two interacting ETAx environments for the implementation of
the DR control algorithm and the OPC UA connectors module to implement the IT-OT-
communication. We implement the DR optimisation model of the DR control algorithm in the
first environment, the second environment represents the APCM. The DR control algorithm
consists of the interaction between the agent and the first environment. The DR optimisation
model in this environment predicts the behaviour of the APCM and therefore can be seen as a
simulation with which the agent interacts.
ETAx is based on the idea of performing experiments. An experiment consists of an environment,
an agent and a scenario configuration [Gros22b]:
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1 {
2 "setup": {
3 " environment_import ": " environment . DRControlAlgorithmKEA ",
4 " interaction_env_import ": " environment . ConnectionKEA ",
5 " agent_import ": " eta_utility .eta_x. agents . MPCBasic "
6 },
7 " settings ": {
8 " sampling_time ": 10,
9 " episode_duration ": 1800,

10 },
11 " environment_specific ": {
12 " scenario_time_begin ": "2021-12-01 06:00",
13 " scenario_time_end ": "2021-12-01 07:00",
14 " scenario_files ": [...],
15 " model_parameters ": {...}, ...
16 },
17 " interaction_env_specific ": {
18 " scenario_time_begin ": "2021-12-01 06:00",
19 " scenario_time_end ": "2021-12-01 07:00", ...
20 },
21 " agent_specific ": {
22 " timelimit ": 8, ...
23 }, ...
24 }

Figure 8.8: Parts of the JSON configuration file that contains parameters to configure an
experiment in ETAx. setup defines the used environments and agent, settings
includes general experiment information and the objects environment_specific,
interaction_env_specific and agent_specific contain parameters for the two
used environments and the agent. Content based on [Fuhr23a].

• An agent in the agents module is an algorithm that enables the control of environ-
ments. There are three types of agents available: rule-based control agents, deep rein-
forcement learning agents and a mathematical agent. We use the mathematical agent
for the implementation of the DR control algorithm. The mathematical agent consists of
an algorithmic solver and a Python interface that enables the execution of the solver in
eta_utility. The interface is based on the Python library Pyomo [Hart11; Bynu21]. As
the solver we use the industrial solver CPLEX by IBM [IBM 19] which can solve MILP
using different solving strategies.

• An environment of the envs module in ETAx is an abstract subclass of OpenAI Gym envir-
onments [Broc16]. Environments implement a representation of physical systems for ex-
ample an APCM or they can be used for the interaction of the agent and simulation mod-
els. If the environment represents a physical system, ETAx uses the connectors to com-
municate with the system. For the interaction with simulation models the simulators
module is used. We include a StateVar object representing each environment variable,
such as the APCM’s current power consumption or the duration of a cleaning process
step. The StateVar contains all relevant information about this variable. This includes
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the information whether the agent should set the variable as an action, such as a setpoint
value, or whether it should be read from scenario data or a simulation model, such as a
temperature state value.

• The scenario configuration is based on scenario files which could include price data from
an electricity market as an example.

To configure an experiment we use JSON files. A part of an exemplary JSON configuration
file as used in [Fuhr23a] can be seen in Figure 8.8. In the object setup, the envs classes
DRServiceKEA is selected as the environment that includes the DR optimisation model of the
DR control algorithm and ConnectionKEA as the environment representing the physical APCM.
MPCBasic is the selected agent. settings defines the sampling time and the duration of the
experiment in seconds. environment_specific and interaction_env_specific define the
start and end times of the scenario information to be used, the location of the scenario file and
specific model parameters for our DR, amongst others. In agent_specific special parameters
for the agent can be set for instance a time limit for the execution of the solver.

8.3.3 OPC UA connector for IT-OT-communication

To implement the IT-OT-communication, we use the OPC UA connector from the connectors
module of the eta_utility framework to establish a communication to the APCM’s OPC UA
server. Thereby we can enable the interaction of the DR control algorithm and the APCM’s
control system. The connectors module is based on Node and Connection objects [Gros22b].
Node objects represent one data point or variable of the system that the environment represents
and that ETAx interacts with. The Node includes all the necessary information to enable a
connection to the data source. In the case of the OPC UA connector this includes the server
and OPC UA Node ID.
The Connection objects represent the connection to one data source, for example an OPC
UA server. They can include Node objects and implement basic communication methods like
reading from a Node or writing to a Node. In the Connection object we specify the needed
information to establish a connection, in the case of an OPC UA server, the IP address, user
name and password.
The OPC UA connector is parametrised using the automation data dictionary. The automa-
tion data dictionary is implemented in the connector configuration file in JSON format, see
Figure 8.9. For the parametrisation of the Connection object, we include its name and specify
the servers with the information needed to establish a connection. One Connection object
can include connections to multiple servers. Besides the connection to the APCM, we estab-
lish a second connection to the building automation system of the ETA Research Factory to
receive the current hall temperature for determining the heat losses of the cleaning liquid to
the environment.
For each Node object we include its name, the server where the Node is located, the OPC UA
identifier (opc_id) and the data type (dtype). The name and dtype attributes are the variable
name and the data type of the variable in the ETAx environment that corresponds to the Node
object. Thereby we implement a name and data-type mapping between both.
The observe attribute defines the Node objects with which the connector should interact. This
includes reading and writing data. In actions we can define that the connector communicates
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1 {
2 "name": " cleaning machine MAFAC KEA",
3 " servers ": {
4 "KEA": {
5 "url": "<IP address >",
6 " protocol ": "opcua",
7 "usr": "",
8 "pwd": ""}, ...
9 },

10 "nodes": [
11 {
12 "name": " fTankTemperatureKEA ",
13 " server ": "KEA",
14 " opc_id ": "ns=2;s=KEA.tank. localState . fTankTemperature ",
15 "dtype": "float"
16 }, ...
17 ],
18 " observe ": [
19 " fTankTemperatureKEA ", ...
20 ],
21 " actions ": {
22 "init": {
23 " bTankHeaterAlgorithmModeActivated ": true , ...
24 },
25 "close": {
26 " bTankHeaterAlgorithmModeActivated ": false , ...
27 }
28 }
29 }

Figure 8.9: Excerpt of the automation data dictionary implemented in JSON file format. It
includes the necessary information to establish a connection to the APCM’s OPC
UA server like the IP address, user name and password. It also holds information
to identify the OPC UA nodes that should be used and actions to be executed at
the start and end of an experiment. Figure based on [Gros22a].
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Table 8.4: The automation data dictionary includes all the information that is needed by the
DR control algorithm for store energy inherently, based on [Fuhr23a]. For each
item the object, the data structure and the variable of the automation program are
shown as well as their corresponding symbols in the DR optimisation model of the
DR control algorithm.

Object / data structure / variable Symbol Information
KEASystem

ST_KEAProgramState
fMassWorkpiece mparts mass of workpiece

ST_KEAState
nWorkpieces Nparts number of workpieces

TankSystem
ST_StoreEnergyInherentlyState

fRatedPower Pheat tank heater’s rated power
fProcessValue Tstart current tank temperature
aFlexibilityLimits[1] Tlb tank temperature’s lower limit
aFlexibilityLimits[2] Tub tank temperature’s upper limit

ST_TankState
fCleaningFluidSpecificHeatCapacity cp,fluid cleaning fluid’s specific heat capacity
fTankVolume Vtank tank volume
fCleaningFluidDensity ρfluid cleaning fluid’s density

TankSystem/TankHeater
ST_Control

bSetStatusOnAlgorithm hk Boolean setpoint of the tank heater
bAlgorithmModeActivated - activate algorithm mode

BuildingAutomation/Ambient*
ST_LocalState

fHallTemperature Tenv current hall temperature
*The hall temperature is communicated by the building automation via OPC UA.
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Table 8.5: The automation data dictionary includes all the information that is needed by the
DR control algorithm for interrupt process, based on [Fuhr23a]. For each item, the
object, the data structure and the variable of the automation program are shown as
well as their corresponding symbols in the DR optimisation model of the DR control
algorithm.

Object / data structure / variable Symbol Information
KEASystem

ST_Control
bAlgorithmModeActivated - activate algorithm mode

ST_InterruptProcess
bInterruptProcessAlgorithm ik Boolean setpoint for interruption

ST_InterruptProcessState
nInterruptedState nstart* interrupted process step
stepDuration

fDurationSprayCleaning dclean** duration of spray cleaning
fDurationDripping dclean** duration of dripping
fDurationSuction dclean** duration of suction
fDurationBlowing dclean** duration of blowing
fDurationConvectionDrying ddry duration of convection drying

fInterruptionCountdown dstart remaining event duration
stepPowerConsumption

fPowerConsumptionOperational Pint power consumption operational
fPowerConsumptionSprayCleaning Pclean power consumption spray cleaning
fPowerConsumptionConvectionDrying Pdry power cons. convection drying

ST_KEAState
nKEAOperatingState nstart* current process step

*The current and interrupted process step values are both used by the DR control algorithm
to calculate nstart.
**The event cleaning, with the duration dclean, combines the process steps spray cleaning,
dripping, suction and blowing, because an interruption is not possible between these steps.

specific values to Node objects. In the example, we set bTankHeaterAlgorithmModeActivated
to true before the execution of the experiment (init in Figure 8.9) and to false after its end
(close in Figure 8.9). The content of the automation data dictionary for the use case of the
APCM MAFAC KEA for store energy inherently are shown in Table 8.4 and for interrupt
process in Table 8.5.

8.4 Adaptation and implementation of the demand response
control algorithm

To implement the DR service, the general model presented in Section 7.2 needs to be adapted
to the APCM MAFAC KEA. This chapter uses the equations of the model presented in our
work [Fuhr23a], where we also conducted the experimental parameter identification presented
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Time

Name Cleaning 1 Drying 1 Cleaning 2 Drying 2

Nr. n=1 n=2 n=3 n=4 n=5 n=6 n=7 n=8 n=9

Interruption

Figure 8.10: Process events as part of the event-based model. A cleaning process starts with
an interruption (n = 1) before the cleaning is executed. Other interruptions are
possible between cleaning and drying (n = 3, 7) and after drying before the start
of a new cleaning process (n = 5, 9).

in Section 8.4.4. Comparing to [Fuhr23a], in this work some variable symbols are modified to
maintain consistency in the present work and for a better understanding.
Since only the tank heater is selected for store energy inherently, the DR optimisation model
includes only one machine module, such that L = 1, and (7.1) can be simplified to

f(d, h) =
N∑

n=1

sn+dn−1∑
k=sn

PnCk + Pheat

K∑
k=0

hkCk (8.1)

where Pheat ∈ R is the rated power of the tank heater, hk ∈ {0, 1} is the tank heater state
at time step k and h = (h0, . . . , hK) ∈ {0, 1}K+1 are all tank heater states. Since only one
machine module is considered the vector h replaces the matrix H.

8.4.1 Event-based sub-model of the cleaning process for interrupt
process

The potential analysis in Section 8.2.2 shows that the DR potential for interrupt process is
high before the process steps spray cleaning and convection drying. Section 8.3 presents how to
implement the possibility to interrupt the process before these two steps. For the event-based
sub-model, the event cleaning combines the process steps spray cleaning, dripping, suction and
blowing, since an interruption is not possible between these steps. The process step convection
drying is modelled in one event drying.
Figure 8.10 illustrates the event sequence. It starts with an interruption, followed by the
cleaning event. Before drying there is another interruption. The last event n = 5 of the first
cleaning process is the interruption before the cleaning event of the second cleaning process. In
the model it is possible to connect multiple cleaning processes in a row as shown in the figure.
The first, last and every uneven event n = 1, 3, . . . , N are interruptions. The cleaning event
n = 2, 6, . . . , N − 3 is the second event and the drying event n = 4, 8, . . . , N − 1 the fourth
event of each process. Both are repeated every four events. Note that N ∈ {5, 9, 13, . . . }, since
each process consists of four events and the first event of the first process (n = 1) is always an
interruption.
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Every process event has a specific power consumption

Pn =


Pint , ∀n = 1, 3, . . . , N

Pclean , ∀n = 2, 6, . . . , N − 3
Pdry , ∀n = 4, 8, . . . , N − 1

, (8.2)

where Pint ∈ R≥0 is the APCM’s power consumption during interruption, Pclean ∈ R≥0 during
cleaning and Pdry ∈ R≥0 during drying.
Since cleaning and drying cannot be interrupted the event duration is fixed by

dn =


0 , ∀n < nstart

dstart , ∀n = 2, 4, . . . , N − 1 with n = nstart

dclean , ∀n = 2, 6, . . . , N − 3 with n > nstart

ddry , ∀n = 4, 8, . . . , N − 1 with n > nstart

(8.3)

to either the remaining duration dstart ∈ N of the active event, the total duration dclean ∈ N of
the process steps combined in the cleaning event or the duration of convection drying ddry ∈ N.
The starts sn and durations dn of past events are zero, following (7.8) and (7.9). The starts of
all other events are calculated by (7.10) and all modelled cleaning processes must be terminated
before or at the time step S and in the optimisation horizon K, based on (7.11). At the end of
each cleaning process a minimum duration for unloading and loading of the APCM dload ∈ N
must be included, such that

dn ≥ min(dload, S), ∀n = 5, 9, . . . , N with n ≥ nstart. (8.4)

The last event is always an interruption.

8.4.2 Time-based sub-model of the tank heating system for store energy
inherently

The DR potential analysis for store energy inherently in Section 8.2.1 shows that the tank
and air heater have a high potential for DR. However, the air heater can only be used for
short-term DR measures such as internal load shifting because it is only active during the short
process step convection drying. Since the DR control algorithm models the interaction with
an electricity market, we only consider the tank heater to be used for store energy inherently
by the DR control algorithm. The tank heating system’s process value (see Section 7.2.2) is
the temperature of the cleaning liquid in the tank, which we refer to as the tank temperature
Tk ∈ R in the following. The tank temperature is calculated by

Tk+1 = Tk + ∆T +
k − ∆T −

k , ∀k = 0, . . . , K − 1, (8.5)

where ∆T +
k ∈ R≥0 is the temperature increase if the tank heater is on and ∆T −

k ∈ R≥0 is the
temperature loss during the cleaning process and in stand-by. We set

T0 = Tstart, (8.6)

where Tstart ∈ R≥0 denotes the current tank temperature. The tank temperature is bounded
by

Tlb ≤ Tk ≤ Tub, ∀k = 0, . . . , K, (8.7)
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where Tlb ∈ R≥0 is the lower and Tub ∈ R≥0 is the upper bound of the tank temperature.
To obtain the behaviour of the tank temperature during the cleaning process, we need to model
the temperature losses of the cleaning liquid in the APCM. This includes all the cleaning liquid
in the APCM, including the cleaning liquid in the tank as well as in the cleaning chamber. We
assume that the cleaning liquid is a closed homogeneous system, since the losses of cleaning
liquid to the environment by evaporation and the amount of fresh water introduced to the
APCM are very small and hence negligible. Since the tank is not hermetically sealed, we
assume that the heat exchange between the tank heater and the liquid is isobaric. The work
applied to the cleaning liquid by the pump is negligible, as the temperature influence is minimal,
so that we assume that there is no exchange of work between the system and its environment.
We calculate the temperature rise ∆T +

k if the tank heater is on based on the first law of
thermodynamics for closed systems [Step13, p 84]

dE

dt
= dQ

dt
+ dW

dt
, (8.8)

where E ∈ R is the system’s energy, Q ∈ R is the energy supplied to the system as heat, W ∈ R
is the work done on the system by its surroundings and t ∈ R is the time. As already mentioned,
we assume that there is no work applied to the cleaning liquid such that dW

dt
= 0. Considering

this and that the mechanical energy of the system does not change, we can simplify (8.8) to

dU

dt
= dQ

dt
, (8.9)

where U ∈ R is the inner energy of the system. If we have a continuous process, as in this use
case, based on [Step13, p 85], we can modify (8.9) to

dU

dt
= Q̇, (8.10)

where the heat flow Q̇ ∈ R is constant in the time period dt. To calculate a change of the inner
energy from one state to the other we use the integrated form of (8.10), that is

∆U = Q̇∆t, (8.11)

where ∆U ∈ R is the system’s change of inner energy and ∆t ∈ R is the considered time
interval. For liquids and solids

∆U = cpm∆T (8.12)
applies [Step13, p 112], where cp ∈ R is the specific heat capacity of the system’s material,
m ∈ R≥0 is its mass and ∆T ∈ R is its temperature change.
Assuming that no heat is supplied from outside and the tank heater has an efficiency of nearly
one, we can set the heat flow to Q̇ ∼= Pheat. Considering mfluid = Vtankρfluid and using (8.11)
and (8.12) we can calculate the temperature rise by

∆T +
k = Pheatδ

cp,fluidVtankρfluid
hk, ∀k = 0, . . . , K, (8.13)

where δ ∈ N is the duration of one time step in seconds, cp,fluid ∈ R is the specific heat capacity
of the cleaning fluid, mfluid ∈ R≥0 is the mass of the cleaning fluid, Vtank ∈ R≥0 is the volume
of the tank and ρfluid ∈ R≥0 is the density of the cleaning fluid.
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We want to estimate the temperature loss ∆T −
k experimentally. The total temperature loss

∆T −
k consists of the temperature loss to the APCM’s environment ∆T −

env,k ∈ R≥0 and the heat
loss during cleaning ∆T −

clean,k ∈ R≥0, which is composed of the specific heat loss to the parts
∆T −

parts,k ∈ R≥0 and the general heat loss ∆T −
spray,k ∈ R≥0 to the APCM.

To determine the temperature loss to the environment ∆T −
env,k, we use the simplified heat

exchange equation, based on [VDI13, p 33],

Q̇ = Tf1 − Tf2

R
, (8.14)

where Tf1 ∈ R is the temperature of the first fluid, Tf2 ∈ R is the temperature of the second
fluid and R ∈ R is the thermal resistance. For the heat flow Q̇env ∈ R from the cleaning liquid
to the environment (8.14) becomes

Q̇env = Tk − Tenv

Renv
, (8.15)

where Tenv ∈ R is the temperature of the production hall and Renv ∈ R is the thermal resistance
between liquid and the production hall. Using (8.11), (8.12) and (8.15), yields

∆Uenv,k = cp,fluidmfluid∆T −
env,k = Tk − Tenv

Renv
δ, (8.16)

where ∆Uenv,k ∈ R is the system’s change of inner energy caused by the temperature loss to
the environment. Then we can calculate the temperature loss to the environment by

∆T −
env,k = Tk − Tenv

cp,fluidmfluidRenv
δ. (8.17)

The determination of the thermal resistance R is not straight forward since it includes determ-
ining the thermal resistance between the cleaning fluid, the tank and the environment. These
thermal resistances depend on multiple unknown factors, for example the exact properties of
the material the tank is made of. To facilitate the estimation of the temperature loss to the
environment ∆T −

env,k, we define βenv ∈ R≥0 to

βenv ∼=
1

cp,fluidmfluidRenv
(8.18)

and thereby can approximate the temperature loss to the environment by

∆T −
env,k = βenvδ (Tk − Tenv) . (8.19)

Using (8.19) it is possible to estimate βenv experimentally, see Section 8.4.4.
We determine the temperature loss to the parts by the change of the inner energy ∆Uparts ∈ R
based on (8.12) and assume that the parts are heated up until they have the same temperature
as the cleaning liquid, such that Tk = Tparts,k. The temperature loss can then be calculated by

Q̇partsδ = ∆Uparts,k = cp,partsNpartsmparts(Tparts − Tk), (8.20)

where Q̇parts ∈ R is the heat flow from the cleaning liquid to the parts, Tparts ∈ R is the
temperature of the parts before loading, outside of the APCM, cp,parts ∈ R is the parts’ specific
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heat capacity, Nparts ∈ N is the number of parts in the cleaning tray and mparts ∈ R≥0 is the
mass of one part.
We assume that the parts have the same temperature as the environment when loaded, such
that Tparts = Tenv. By using (8.12) and (8.20), leading to

∆Uparts,k = cp,fluidmfluid∆T −
parts,k = cp,partsNpartsmparts(Tenv − Tk), (8.21)

we can calculate the temperature loss to the parts by

∆T −
parts,k = − cp,parts

cp,fluidVtankρfluid
(Tk − Tenv) Npartsmparts. (8.22)

For the temperature loss to the parts ∆T −
parts,k we define βparts ∈ R≥0 such that

βparts ∼= − cp,parts

cp,fluidVtankρfluid
. (8.23)

We approximate the temperature loss from the cleaning luiquid to the parts by

∆T −
parts,k = βparts (Tk − Tenv) Npartsmparts. (8.24)

We define the temperature loss of the cleaning liquid to the APCM itself while the spray
cleaning is running based on (8.14) by

Q̇spray = Tk − Tenv

Rspray
, (8.25)

where Rspray ∈ R is the thermal resistance between the liquid and the APCM. For the temper-
ature loss to the APCM ∆T −

spray,k analogous to (8.18) we define βspray ∈ R≥0 such that

βspray ∼=
1

cp,fluid VtankρfluidRspray
. (8.26)

Analogous to (8.19), we approximate the temperature loss from liquid to the APCM by

∆T −
spray,k = βsprayδ (Tk − Tenv) . (8.27)

Using (8.22) and (8.27) we calculate the temperature loss during cleaning by

∆T −
clean,k = (βsprayδ + βpartsNpartsmparts) (Tk − Tenv) , ∀k = 0, . . . , K. (8.28)

Thus, the total temperature losses can be summarized by

∆T −
k = βenvδ (Tk − Tenv) +

∆T −
clean,k, if sn ≤ k < sn + dn, ∀n = 2, 6, . . . , N − 3

0, else
, (8.29)

for all k = 0, . . . , K, such that we can calculate the temperature losses during cleaning (where
sn ≤ k < sn +dn, ∀n = 2, 6, . . . , N −3 applies) and during the other process steps and machine
states.
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Table 8.6: Starts and durations of the five events of an exemplary cleaning process.
n sn dn

1 0 1
2 1 4
3 5 2
4 7 2
5 9 1

8.4.3 Adaptation of the demand response control algorithm for
implementation

For the implementation of the DR control algorithm we use the Python library Pyomo [Hart11;
Bynu21]. This library cannot handle an objective function with variable summation limits as
in (8.1). Therefore, we introduce the binary variable an,k ∈ {0, 1} which has value one during
the execution of a process step n at time step k and value zero otherwise. We include an,k in
the objective function and modify (8.1) to

f(A, h) =
N∑

n=1

K∑
k=0

an,kPnCk + Pheat

K∑
k=0

hkCk (8.30)

such that the sum ∑sn+dn−1
k=sn

PnCk with variable limits is replaced by ∑K
k=0 an,kPnCk. Further,

the optimisation variable d is replaced by

A =


a1,0 · · · a1,K

... . . . ...
aN,0 · · · aN,K

 ∈ [0, 1]N×(K+1), (8.31)

which includes the starts and durations of all N process events.
We use an example to illustrate the construction of A. Assuming the starts and durations of
five events given in Table 8.6, we construct the matrix

A =


1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

 , (8.32)

where the five rows represent the five events and the ten columns represent the time steps from
k = 0 to k = 10. Using this exemplary matrix we illustrate that, by construction of the matrix,
the sum of the n-th row, representing an event n, is equal to the sum from start sn to the end
sn + dn − 1 of the event and also equal to the event’s duration dn, meaning

K∑
k=0

an,k =
sn+dn−1∑

k=sn

an,k = dn, ∀n = 1, . . . , N. (8.33)
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To construct an,k we introduce a second binary variable ãn,k ∈ {0, 1} which is true during and
before the execution of a process step n at the time step k and can be combined in the matrix

Ã =


ã1,0 · · · ã1,K

... . . . ...
ãN,0 · · · ãN,K

 ∈ [0, 1]N×(K+1). (8.34)

Using Ã we guarantee the correct order of the events. For our example we get the matrix

Ã =


1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

 . (8.35)

We set
K∑

k=0
ãn,k =

n∑
i=1

di, ∀n = 1, . . . , N, (8.36)

such that ãn,k is always true during and before the execution of a process event n. With

ãn,0 =
bn, ∀n = nstart, . . . , N

0, ∀n < nstart
, (8.37)

where bn ∈ {0, 1}, and

ãn,k ≤ ãn,k−1, ∀n = 1, . . . , N ; k = 0, . . . , K, (8.38)

we guarantee ãn,k = 0 for past events. The variable ãn,k can be zero if event durations are set
to zero such that bn = 0 and can be one if the duration is greater than zero such that bn = 1.
Using ãn,k, we construct an,k by

an,k =
ãn,k, n = 1

ãn,k − ãn−1,k, ∀n = 2, . . . , N
, ∀k = 0, . . . , K. (8.39)

The MPC algorithm needs one value that is aligned with the interruption variable of the
machine automation. Therefore, we introduce

ik =
∑

n∈{1,3,...,N}
an,k, ∀k = 0, . . . , K, (8.40)

which is true during interruption and selects the second value i1 of the vector as a control value
that is communicated to the APCM.
Including an,k in the calculation of the temperature losses during cleaning (8.28) results in the
bilinear equation

∆T −
clean,k =

n∑
i=0

(βsprayδ + βpartsNpartsmparts) (Tn,k − Tenv) an,k, ∀n = 2, 6, . . . , N−3; ∀k = 0, . . . , K,

(8.41)
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which is infeasible for the used solver. To avoid the bilinear product Tn,kan,k and hence restore
the feasibility of the optimisation, we linearise it using

0 ≤ zn,k ≤ Tuban,k (8.42)

and
Tk − Tub(1 − an,k) ≤ zn,k ≤ Tk (8.43)

where zn,k ∈ R, such that

zn,k =
Tk, for an,k = 1

0, else
. (8.44)

Then, the temperature loss during cleaning results in

∆T −
clean,k =

n∑
i=0

(βsprayδ + βpartsNpartsmparts) (zn,k − an,kTenv) , ∀n = 2, 6, . . . , N−3, ∀k = 0, . . . , K,

(8.45)
which is feasible.
Finally, considering the objective function (8.30), we obtain the specific optimisation problem

min
A,h

f (A, h)

such that (7.8), (7.9), (7.10), (7.11), (8.3), (8.4),
(8.7), (8.36), (8.37), (8.38) and (8.39) hold.

(8.46)

8.4.4 Experimental parameter identification

To estimate the temperature loss parameters in (8.18), (8.23) and (8.26) we performed a para-
meter identification in [Fuhr23a] consisting of three experiments. The production hall’s tem-
perature was approximately constant with Tenv ≈ 22.5 ◦C during all three experiments. We
first determined the heat loss to the environment ∆T −

env,k by heating up the tank to T ≈ 64 ◦C
and letting it cool down for 127 minutes, see the top of Figure 8.11. We then calculated βenv
with (8.17) to

βenv = − avg(∆Tenv)
avg(Tk − Tenv)

∼= 1.67 · 10−5, (8.47)

using the average measured temperature differences per second.
To estimate the temperature loss to the parts ∆T −

parts,k we executed one cleaning process with
Nparts = 42 parts and a mass of mparts = 0.262 kg each, visualized in the middle of Figure 8.11.
The part is a control plate for a hydraulic pump. We calculate βparts with (8.22) to

βparts = −avg(∆Tparts − ∆Tspray − ∆Tenv)
avg(Tk − Tparts)Npartsmparts

∼= 1.03 · 10−5, (8.48)

also using the average temperature differences per second.
Finally, to estimate the temperature loss of the liquid to the APCM ∆T −

spray we run a cleaning
process with an empty tray and calculate βspray with (8.27) to

βspray = −avg(∆Tspray − ∆Tenv)
avg(Tk − Tenv)

∼= 1.72 · 10−5. (8.49)

We can see this experiment in the bottom of Figure 8.11.
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Figure 8.11: Estimation of the temperature loss of the cleaning liquid in the tank to the
environment (top), to the parts (middle) and to the APCM (bottom). Data
from [Fuhr23a].
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Table 8.7: Set-up of the field test. Values taken from [Fuhr23a].

Parameter Symbol Value Unit
Number of process elements N 5
Time step duration δ 10 s
Prediction scope K 1800 s
Fixed end time of the process S 1800 s
Duration for loading dload 120 s
Tank volume Vtank 320 L
Cleaning fluid specific heat capacity cp,fluid 4.19 kJ

kg K
Cleaning fluid density ρfluid 1 kg

L
Tank temperature lower bound Tlb 55 ◦C
Tank temperature upper bound Tub 65 ◦C
Number of parts Nparts 42
Mass of part mparts 0.262 kg
Rated power tank heater Pheat 10 kW
Accumulated rated power interruption Pint 0.2 kW
Accumulated rated power cleaning Pclean 3.43 kW
Accumulated rated power drying Pdry 9.35 kW

8.5 Field test: execution of the demand response service
To verify the functionality of the automation structure and the DR control algorithm we ex-
ecute a field test on the APCM MAFAC KEA. We already published the experiment of this
section in [Fuhr23a]. We use the exemplary price data from European Power Exchange (EPEX)
Spot [EPEX21] as input for the DR control algorithm. We take the prices of December 1st,
2021, 6:00 am to 9:00 am and scale the interval of price changes from 15 min to 5 min. This
results in price data for one hour for the field test.
Since the cleaning process has a total duration of 12 min a price interval of 15 min would
probably only lead to shifting the beginning of the complete cleaning process but not result in
process interruptions. The assumption of a price change every 5 minutes is reasonable, since
the conversion of the European electricity market to a 5-minute interval is currently being
discussed [Rolo22]. In [Gros22a] we use a 15-minute interval for the control of the tank heater
and show that applying DR measures on APCMs is also possible with the current design of the
electricity market.
The DR control algorithm is executed on a PC with Intel Core i-5 6200U CPU and 8 GB of
RAM in 10 s intervals. We set the prediction scope of the model to 30 min and examine one
single cleaning process that must be terminated within 30 min. We reduce the fixed end time
of the process S by 10 s every time the MPC is executed to guarantee the end of the process
after 30 min. The part that is used in the field test is the control plate for a hydraulic pump
which we mentioned in Section 8.4.4. We run the test with a part tray carrying 42 parts. An
overview of the parameters of the field test are shown in Table 8.7.
Figure 8.12 displays the results of the field tests. After five minutes, the energy price, shown in
the upper diagram, turns negative, causing the solver to optimise for a rise in total power usage
during the negative-price phase. By turning on the interruption, the DR control algorithm
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Figure 8.12: Results of the 30-minute field test. The APCM’s measured overall power con-
sumption is depicted in the upper diagram along with the energy price Ck. The
active step of the cleaning process nstart and the boolean interruption variable ik

are shown in the centre diagram. The measured tank temperature Tstart, the tank
temperature prediction T0 to T200 for 200 s as well as the tank heater state hk are
displayed in the lower diagram. Figure adapted from [Fuhr23a].
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Table 8.8: Measured activation duration dmeas, average power Pmeas and energy consumption
Wmeas of the tank heater and the process steps as results of the field test. The total
energy consumption is 1483.64 Wh. Data from [Fuhr23a].

dmeas in s Pmeas in kW Wmeas in Wh
Tank heater 302 10.04 842.58
Interruption 1 203 0.12 6.82
Spray cleaning 600 3.19 525.50
Dripping 10 0.12 0.33
Suction 10 0.24 0.67
Blowing 10 0.13 0.35
Interruption 2 598 0.12 20.08
Convection drying 90 3.24 81.10

delays the beginning of spray cleaning and uses the negative price, which is depicted in the
centre diagram.
As seen in the lower diagram, the tank heater is turned on only shortly after the cleaning process
begins. The tank heater is turned off as the energy price rises, and spray cleaning continues.
When spray cleaning is completed, the DR control algorithm again interrupts the process to
postpone convection drying to a later time window at a lower price. After 30 minutes, the
complete cleaning process is finished.
The temperature forecast, based on the parameters identified in Section 8.4.4, is displayed in
grey in the lower diagram. The anticipated grey temperature values perfectly match the actual
tank temperature shown in black during the first five minutes and at the end of the cleaning
process. The temperature increase that occurs during operation of the tank heater is also
precisely anticipated (between 15:36 and 15:41).
There are dead times, after the heater is turned on and before the heat transmission finishes,
that the model is unable to replicate. The measured temperature drop at the beginning of
spray cleaning cannot be represented by the tank temperature model. This is because the
spray pump’s activation causes a transient response. The tank temperature stabilises when the
pump starts after around two minutes.
The forecast is accurate again once transient processes (such as the tank heater’s dead times
and the cleaning fluid’s response) have settled. This is also true when considering the cleaning
process as a whole.
The field tests shows that the execution of DR measures is possible after applying the DRAAD
method. Table 8.8 shows the measured average power and energy consumption of the tank
heater, which was used for store energy inherently, and the process steps convection drying and
spray cleaning, which were interrupted during interrupt process. While the measured power of
the tank heater is only 0.04 kW higher than the rated power value, which we have used in the
DR potential analysis, its average measured power is 420.36 Wh higher than the value we have
used during the DR potential analysis, compare Table 8.2. The DR control algorithm exploits
the negative electricity price and turns the tank heater on for 302 s which is almost twice as
long as during the average cleaning process.
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Table 8.9: Comparison of the absolute and relative technical DR potential for store energy
inherently, Pflex and ΦP, to the measured absolute and relative power change in the
field test, Pmeas and ΦP,meas. Data from [Fuhr23a].

Pflex in kW ΦP Pmeas in kW ΦP,meas

Tank heater 10 0.48 10.04 0.49
Air heater 8 0.39 0 0.00
Total 18 0.87 10.04 0.49

Table 8.10: Comparison of the technical DR potential for interrupt process, Wflex and ΦW, to
the measured energy shift in the field test, Wmeas and ΦW,meas. Data from [Fuhr23a].

Wflex in Wh ΦW Wmeas in Wh ΦW,meas

Spray cleaning 571.67 0.77 525.5 0.71
Convection drying 160.42 0.22 81.1 0.11
Total 732.09 0.99 606.60 0.82

In comparison to the DR potential analysis, the average power during spray cleaning is only
0.24 kW lower and the energy consumption is also only slightly lower, with a difference of
39.97 Wh. Since this process step has a fixed duration implemented in the automation program,
there is no difference between the expected duration used in the DR potential analysis and the
measured duration in the field test. Hence, the used DR potential is almost as high as expected.
The average power during convection drying is 6.11 kW lower and the energy consumption is
79.32 Wh less than the respective values of the DR potential analysis, compare Table 8.3. The
DR potential analysis uses the rated power of all machine modules active during convection
drying, but the air heater, as the main electrical consumer of these machine modules, is only
active for 33 s during drying. This is 22 s less than in the reference cleaning process, resulting
in lower values for average power and energy consumption. The time difference is due to
differences in the automation program. The reference process used for the DR potential analysis
in [Fuhr23b] is based on an early version of the DR automation program, which contained an
error in the air heater’s control logic such that it was switched on longer than in the field test
in [Fuhr23a]. However, the lower activation time does not change the qualitative result of the
DR potential analysis. Even with an activation time of 33 s, the process step convection drying
has a high technical DR potential and is suitable to be used for interrupt process.
Table 8.9 and Table 8.10 show the comparison of the technical DR potential for store energy
inherently and interrupt process as result of the DR potential analysis and the power change
and energy shift measured in the field test. In the field test, using store energy inherently a
power change of 49 % could be archived in comparison to a technical DR potential of 87 %.
Applying interrupt process leads to an energy shift of 82 %, comparing a technical DR potential
of 99 %. The relative measured power change ΦP,meas is relative to the APCM’s total rated
power Ptotal = 20.7 kV A. The relative measured energy shift ΦW,meas is relative to the total
energy consumption of the reference cleaning process Wtotal = 739.75 Wh.
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The total energy costs of the field tests are 0.0262AC, excluding the operational state and only
considering the energy consumption during the working state, when the cleaning process is
running. The electricity price changes five times during the cleaning process, resulting in six
different energy prices. To compare the energy costs of the cleaning process during execution
of the DR measures with the standard cleaning process, we assume that the energy price is
constant for the standard cleaning process.
We take the field test’s average electricity price of 116.72AC/MWh as constant electricity price,
which is calculated based on a sampling interval of one second. Using the measured average
power during the process steps from Table 8.8 and the durations of the reference process the
energy demand of the reference process can be calculated. During the reference process the tank
heater is only activated for 152 s, the durations of the process steps are equal in the reference
process and the field test.
Using the measured power values Pmeas of the electrical consumers and the activation times
df in the reference process, results in a total energy consumption of 1038.24 Wh and total
energy costs of 0.1211AC for the reference process. This includes the energy consumption of
the actuators active during the cleaning process as well as the energy consumption of the tank
heater. The field test’s total energy consumption of 1483.63 Wh is 42.90 % higher than the
energy consumption of the reference process, but the field test’s electricity costs of 0.0262AC
are 78.45 % lower. This shows, that the DR control algorithm is able to exploit the varying
electricity price.
For the field test we used EPEX Spot price data of 2021. While the number of hours with neg-
ative electricity prices increased during the last years to 298 in 2020 [Agor21, p 41], there were
only 139 hours with negative prices in 2021 [Agor22, p 16] and none in 2022 [Agor23, p 41]. How-
ever, the electricity price continued to fluctuate between 186AC/MWh and 319AC/MWh [Agor23,
p 34] in the average daily profile in 2022, so there is still an incentive to use DR.

8.6 Summary
This chapter showed the successful application of the DRAAD method to the APCM MAFAC
KEA in the ETA Research Factory. This consists of the DR potential analysis of the APCM,
the implementation of a DR architecture and the implementation of a DR control algorithm.
The DR automation architecture and the DR control algorithm interact to execute the DR
measures store energy inherently and interrupt process simultaneously in a field test.
The DR analysis identified the DR potential of the DR measures store energy inherently and
interrupt process. No energy measurements were needed, since the average activation durations
of machine modules that are not time-controlled were measured by running the reference process
multiple times. The absolute technical DR potential for store energy inherently is Pflex = 18 kW
and the relative DR potential is ΦP = 0.87. The absolute DR potential of interrupt process is
Wflex = 732.08 Wh and the DR ratio ΦW = 0.99.
The DR automation program was implemented in the PLC of the investigated APCM. OPC
UA was used as the IT-OT-data exchange service, such that the DR data model is implemented
as an OPC UA data model. In the experimental set-up, the IT-framework and the DR control
algorithm were deployed on an external computer. The data published by an OPC UA server
can also be accessed by an IT-operating system installed on an IPC, as shown in [Fuhr22b].
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Hence, the DR automation architecture is adaptable to different IT-architectures. The IT-
framework eta_utility enables the communication between different IT-systems.
The DR control algorithm implements the DR measures store energy inherently and interrupt
process, which was validated in a field test. The DR control algorithm was adapted to the
APCM MAFAC KEA by including a forecast of the cleaning liquid’s temperature. In contrast
to the generalised DR control algorithm, which uses a white-box model, the implemented DR
control algorithm is a grey-box approach, since it includes a statistical parameter estimation
for modelling the cleaning liquid’s temperature losses.
The field test showed that the DR control algorithm is able to use the full DR potential of the
tank heater for store energy inherently and exploit the negative electricity price. The energy
amount that is used for the DR measure interrupt process by interrupting the process step spray
cleaning matches the results of the DR potential analysis. For the process step convection drying
only half of the technical DR potential can be exploited.
The energy consumption of the cleaning process in the field test is 42.90 % higher than the
energy consumption of the reference process, but 78.45 % energy costs can be saved due to the
negative electricity price. Although no negative electricity prices were denoted at EPEX Spot
in 2022, the daily price spread is still high and the application of DR highly relevant.
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The aim of this thesis was to develop a method to implement an automation architecture that
enables the execution of demand response (DR) measures on aqueous parts cleaning machines
(APCMs), the so called demand response automation architecture design (DRAAD) method.
By implementing DR measures on production machines such as APCMs, and as such facilit-
ating the integration and use of renewable energies, industry can make its contribution to the
reduction of greenhouse gas emissions and move towards a sustainable economy.
The DRAAD method consists of a DR potential analysis, developed in Chapter 5, a DR auto-
mation architecture, including a DR automation program and a DR data model, specified in
Chapter 6, and a DR control algorithm, modelled in Chapter 7. Chapter 8 presented the ap-
plication of the DRAAD method to the APCM MAFAC KEA in the Energy Technologies and
Applications in Production (ETA) Research Factory.
In Section 3.2, 19 design criteria for the DRAAD method were specified. As can be seen in
Table 9.1, the concept of the DRAAD method fulfilled all 19 design criteria. The transfer of
the DRAAD method to other APCMs was not demonstrated in the frame of this work, since
it was only applied to one APCM. However, in [Fuhr22a; Fuhr22b] we used an early version
of the DR automation architecture to execute a DR control algorithm on an air-cooled chiller
in the ETA research factory and thereby showed that the DR automation architecture as the
main part of the DRAAD method is transferable to other machines.
In Section 5.1, prior to developing a DR potential analysis for APCMs the DR measures store
energy inherently and interrupt process were determined to be suitable for the application to
APCMs, based on the list of DR measures defined in [VDI5207-1]. The DR potential analysis
of APCMs, presented in this thesis, extended the approach of [Abel16], that analysed the DR
potential of machine tools for store energy inherently. It adapted the DR potential analysis
for store energy inherently to APCMs in Section 5.2 and added a DR potential analysis for
interrupt process in Section 5.3.
The cyber-physical production system presented in Section 6.2 was the framework for the
development of the DR automation architecture. It included the physical APCM, a digital twin,
consisting of a digital master, a digital shadow and digital services, external entities such as an
electricity market as well as the cyber-physical interface that represents the communication in
the cyber-physical production system.
The object-oriented design of the DR automation program and the structure of the DR data
model were specified in the automation data specification, presented in Section 6.3, as part of
the digital master. The DR automation program included objects and functionality to enable
the safe execution of the DR measures store energy inherently and interrupt process.
The second part of the digital master was the automation data dictionary described in Sec-
tion 6.3. This was used by an interpreter to map the variables of the DR data model to the
variables of the DR control algorithm and thereby, in combination with an information techno-
logy (IT)-operating technology (OT)-data exchange service, enabled the IT-OT-communication
between the DR automation program and the DR control algorithm.
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Table 9.1: The table shows that all design criteria are fulfilled by the DRAAD method’s concept.
The application does not verify the transfer of the DRAAD method to multiple
APCMs, but the DR automation architecture is used in building automation systems,
see [Fuhr22a; Fuhr22b].

Design criteria Concept Application
C1.1 machine level x x
C1.2 manual execution x x
C1.3 technical DR potential x x
C1.4 scalable & transferable x
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C1.5 process criticality x x
C2.1 both DR measures implemented* x x
C2.2 adaptable deployment architecture x x
C2.3 observable x x
C2.4 controllable x x
C2.5 IT-communication enabled x x
C2.6 object-oriented (transferable) x (x)
C2.7 functional safety x x
C2.8 IT-OT-communication enabled x x
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C2.9 naming convention x x
C3.1 both DR measures implemented* x x
C3.2 scalable & transferable x
C3.3 process stability x x
C3.4 white- or grey-box model x x
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C3.5 integrate electricity prices x x
* The DR measures store energy inherently and interrupt process must be
implemented.

Chapter 7 showed a generalised model predictive control (MPC) algorithm, integrating a mixed
integer linear programming (MILP) model, as a DR control algorithm for the execution of DR
measures on APCMs. The DR control algorithm included two sub-models to implement the
DR measures store energy inherently and interrupt process.
The DR potential analysis in Section 8.2, as part of the application of the DRAAD method to
the APCM MAFAC KEA, revealed that the APCM has a high relative DR potential of 87 %
for store energy inherently and 99 % for interrupt process. Section 8.3 showed the design of
the DR automation program and its IT-OT-interaction with the DR control algorithm using
Open Platform Communications Unified Architecture (OPC UA) as the IT-OT-data exchange
service and the IT-framework eta_utility.
The DR control algorithm, adapted to the APCM MAFAC KEA in Section 8.4, extended the
generalised MPC algorithm by a detailed model to predict the temperature of the cleaning
liquid in the APCM’s tank. For a stable execution of the cleaning process, this temperature
must stay within defined boundaries, which was included in the DR control algorithm using
constraints. The model of the liquid’s temperature included statistical heat flow parameters
identified in experiments.
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The field test in Section 8.5 showed the successful execution of the DR measures store en-
ergy inherently and interrupt process simultaneously. The DR control algorithm observed the
APCM’s machine states, which were integrated in the OPC UA DR data model, and used the
DR methods implemented in the DR automation program to control the APCM. Consequently
all parts of the DR automation architecture were active during the field test.
This thesis showed that it is possible to apply DR measures to production machines, not only
by controlling auxiliary machine modules, but also by controlling process relevant machine
modules and interrupting the process. By considering constraints in the DR control algorithm
and integrating functional safety functions in the DR automation program, it is possible to
execute DR measures while considering process stability and safety at the same time.
Further, it can be concluded that service-oriented communication architectures, such as OPC
UA, enable an IT-OT-interaction and facilitate the integration of production machines in IT-
systems. This could be used not only to apply DR control algorithms but also to execute other
complex monitoring and control algorithms for use cases such as the identification of defect
parts during production, forecasts of energy-consumption or optimal production planning.
The full DR potential in industry can be utilised only if many industrial production machines
are enabled for DR. Standardised DR data models can make the manual adjustment of DR
control algorithms to individual plants unnecessary. In this thesis and in [Fuhr22a; Fuhr22b], we
have shown that the DR automation architecture including the DR data model is transferable to
different machines. A future standardisation of the DR data model in an OPC UA Companion
Specification can massively increase the transferability of the approach to industry.
If machine manufacturers integrate DR in the automation systems of their machines, new
business cases arise. Machine manufacturers could sell the integration of DR into their machines
as an additional feature. Machine users can save electricity costs by executing DR measures
based on varying electricity prices. Note that this requires electricity companies that offer
varying prices or that trade the pooled DR potential of multiple production machines on energy
markets. It is also possible to use DR such that renewable electricity produced on-site is better
utilised, thus reducing the factory’s carbon footprint.
Future research should investigate the application of the DRAAD method to other APCMs and
examine whether an adaption to other production machines is possible. Also the impact on
the cleaning quality by interrupting the cleaning process should be analysed in detail. The DR
control algorithm should be tested in field tests with longer durations. Also, multiple APCMs
could be integrated. An interaction of the DR automation architecture with other DR control
algorithms for example DR control algorithms based on artificial intelligence (AI) is a promising
research topic.
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